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Vision
The Institute aims to create a unique and futuristic
space of global reckoning, so as to nurture the finest
management thinkers in the pursuit of developing into
innovative, socially responsible and environmentally
friendly practitioners, leaders and educators. Hence, it
abides by its dictum of ‘Globalizing Indian Thought’.

Mission
The Institute seeks to inculcate a spirit of wholesome
learning, giving equal weightage to academic solidari-
ty and practical application. It aspires to integrate con-
cepts with applications and values, thereby nurturing
dependable, capable, caring and fair-minded individu-
als who will contribute towards the development of
communities.

DREAM    INNOVATE    ACHIEVE



Why Should Companies
Recruit Interns?
C Internships have a distinct edge over interview-based final

recruitment as a method of evaluating potential employees.

C Deserving candidates often get Pre-Placement Offers, and
students at IIM Kozhikode have enjoyed a particularly special
relationship with their recruiters in this regard.

C Summer interns offer a fresh perspective to projects. They are
in a unique position to provide an objective and unbiased
point of view about the organization’s work processes.

C The students also act as brand ambassadors for the organi-
zation on campus, acting as spokespersons and spreading
awareness about the company in general.

Video Conferencing
Facility

SUMMER 
PLACEMENTS
(October 2013)

What
An eight-nine week long internship
at the organization provides students
and organizations a mutual learning
opportunity.

How
Step 1
(September, 2013 1st week onwards)
Companies make a PPT outlining the
various roles/projects on offer during
summers.

Step 2 
(September, 2013 last week onwards) 
Based on students’ preference, the
company’s slot is confirmed by the
Placements Committee. Resumes of
interested candidates are sent to the
company, and thereafter the shortlists
are provided.

Step 3 
(October, 2013 1st week onwards)
Companies arrive on campus and after
conducting their selection process,
make offers to the students according
to the manner prescribed for their slot.

Step 4
(April, 2014 to June, 2014) 
Students undertake their internship
lasting 8-9 weeks.

Step 5
(June, 2013 to November, 2013)
Companies can offer PPOs during this
time period, the acceptance of which
shall be communicated at the end of
Final Placements.

The Institute is equipped with a state-of-the-art, in-house
two-way video conferencing facility. The facility can be used
for conducting selection processes if visiting the campus is
not feasible for recruiters (especially in case of international
recruiters). The facility has been used in the past, and
recruiters have expressed pleasure with the quality of
interaction.
In case you would like to avail this facility, please let us
know, and we will be pleased to offer our assistance in this
regard.

OVERVIEW

CLASS OF 2013
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Summer Placements 2012-13
366 students including PGP and FPM students par-
ticipated in the summer placements process. IIM
Kozhikode maintained its impeccable track record
by ensuring excellent placements with over 140
recruiters making internship offers spanning across
different verticals, and that too in the shortest span
of time ever.
The first-time recruiters were impressed by the aca-
demic excellence and the rigor of the curriculum.
The diverse talent pool available at IIM Kozhikode

and the enthusiasm amongst the students made IIM
Kozhikode the campus of preference for many
recruiters. They were impressed by the variety of
experience and the fresh perspective brought on to
the table by the students. Taking forward the lega-
cy of last year, one of India’s most desired and trust-
ed companies, once again offered the highest num-
ber of summer internships across all campuses,to
the students of IIM Kozhikode.

HIGHLIGHTS
Number of Students 366
Number of Companies 144
Percentage of New Recruiters 59%
Highest Domestic Stipend 150000
Average Domestic Stipend 60000

20International
Offers

OFFERS: INDUSTRY WISE

OFFERS: INDUSTRY WISE

OFFERS: SECTOR WISE

Batch of 2015
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AKANKSHA CHANDRA

BBA

A national merit award winner for her outstanding performance in school, Akanksha
is a BBA graduate. She gained insight in banking sector during her internship at
Union Bank of India and also worked for women empowerment in an NGO. A bud-
ding singer and dancer, she is proficient in computer languages too.

National P. G. College, Lucknow

ANIRUDH S

B. Tech (Agricultural and Food Engg.)

A consistent student and topper in school, Anirudh has held important positions in
hall council of his college and was Head Boy in school. As head of techno-manage-
ment festival of his department, he has gained expertise in event management. He is
a sports enthusiast and has won many prizes for quizzing.

IIT Kharagpur

ANUJ SHARMA

B. Tech (ECE)

Department rank 1 in college and school, Anuj is a true perfectionist. He has handled
Techno-Management Fest and social service events. He was also Associate Editor of
the Department Magazine. His hobbies include bird watching and football. He was
awarded the title of Most Intellectual Student by the college.

Global Institute of Technology, Jaipur

APURBA ROY CHOWDHURY

B. Tech (CSE)

A school topper throughout, Apurba achieved AIR 13 in class X boards and received merit
awards from KV Sangathan and Dhirubhai Ambani Foundation. An active participant and
winner of national and regional competitions, she exemplified her leadership skills as class
representative and newsletter editor in college. She likes writing, dancing and singing.

NIT Surat

DIPTI JHA

B. Tech (CSE)

Merit certificate holder in Dayanand Scholarship Examination, Dipti has been a consistent
performer in academics as well as co-curricular activities. She has been a good leader and
a self-motivated and dedicated team player. She has ventured into dance, elocution and
speech competitions. She is a calm, composed, focused and flexible person.

National Institute Of Science And Technology, Berhampur, Orissa
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KEERAT SINGH SETHI

B.A (H) (Eco)

An Economics graduate from SRCC, Delhi University, Keerat Singh Sethi is sincere, dedicated
and decisive. As Joint-Secretary of Economics Society, SRCC he spearheaded year-round activ-
ities, including annual economics festival, Ecostasy. An actor in the College Dramatics Society,
he rendered over 30 performances. His hobbies are sports, reading, music and video games.

SRCC, Delhi University

KHUSHBOO LATHER

B.A (H) (Eco)

A consistent performer, she is a recipient of the prestigious NTSE scholarship. She
served the Debating Society at Miranda House as the President. She has organised var-
ious events at college and school. Her summer internship research paper on self help
groups was recognised by Delhi government. She loves reading Victorian classics.

Miranda House, Delhi University

OSHIN VIJAY KUMAR

B. Tech (EE)

A consistent academic performer, she has cleared up to second phase of NTSE and
topped her school in class XII. She is a good presenter and has done many presenta-
tions during college and internship in ABB, Vadodara. An excellent cook and elemen-
tary level sitar player, she enjoys singing, reading and travelling. 

NIT Bhopal

PRITAM KARMAKAR

B. Tech (ECE)

A self-believer, leader and dedicated team player, Pritam has received scholarship from MHRD
of Higher Education, Govt. of India. He also has certifications in Embedded systems and
Telecommunication Networks. His hobbies include football and robotics. He has represented
Baghasom Football Institute, Sealdah Railway Athletic Club as right-wing of the core team.

Techno India, Saltlake

SAMA SHAILY KUJUR

BBM (Marketing)

A state level basketball and taekwondo champion, Sama improved operations in
Reliance Retail and organized blood donation camp and Kids carnival during internship.
She is content writer and editor at Scriptnut and has written for The Chronicle. She is
dedicated and hardworking and was also in her college sponsorship committee.

Christ College, Bangalore
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SAYEMA SAMDANI

B. Tech (Elec)

A self motivated person, Sayema has been a consistent and outstanding academic
performer throughout her life, being among top 3 students in school in class X
boards. Holding positions for many cultural and literary events in college, she has
shown leadership skills and team spirit. She enjoys painting and sketching.

Zakir Hussain College Of Engineering and Technology, Aligarh Muslim University

VEERESH GOSWAMI

B.E (IT)

A consistent academic performer, Veeresh came first in his school in AISSE-2007 and
is a JSTSE scholar.  During graduation, he has co-authored a research paper. He held
several leadership positions including President of Debating Society in school and
Editor of the college newsletter. He enjoys playing lawn tennis and football.

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi University

YASHASVI KANSOTIA

B.Sc (H) (Mathematics)

As a member of Fine Arts Society, the Hiking Club and the Choreography Society at
her college, Yashasvi displayed leadership skills and consistency in academics. She is
a socially sensitive, hardworking yet fun loving person who likes art, photography,
dancing and aspires to eventually work for the society.

St. Stephen's College, Delhi University

AKASH BASAK

B. Tech (ECE)

A regional level kho-kho player, Akash possesses sportsman spirit, self belief and tenacity. As
Students Coordinator of technical festival PRAYUKTI, he showcased and honed his leadership
and interpersonal skills. He initiated and organized remedial sessions for his batch during cam-
pus drive.  Apart from being an avid cricket enthusiast, he also enjoys playing chess.

Haldia Institute Of Technology

ANKITA JAIN

B. Com (H) 

A dedicated team player, with an aim of continuous learning in life, Ankita has suc-
cessfully cleared the Inter level of CA. As Assistant Project Manager in an event man-
agement firm, she has organized and choreographed large scale events. She played
a pivotal role in campaigning against female foeticide under an NGO.

St. Xavier's College, Kolkata
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ANSHUL YADAV

B.A (H) (Eco)

An economics graduate from SRCC, Anshul Yadav is a hardworking and determined
person. She was a scholarship holder at school and displayed leadership skills as a
House Captain. Her hobbies include singing and painting. She was the sole recipient
of Kala Kriti Award in painting in a batch of 240 students.

SRCC, Delhi University

ASMITA JHA

B.E (ECE)

Being dedicated and hardworking, Asmita is a consistent performer in academics.
She did her training in Tata Steel and her recommendations were appreciated as well
as implemented. She has been into organizing events in college as well as school. She
held the position of vice head girl in school.

University Institute of Technology, RGPV, Bhopal

BHAVYA D SHAH

BBM 

A trained martial arts student, Bhavya’s achievements span various domains, from a
Black Belt holder in Karate to winning events at management fests. She was a stu-
dent council member in school and college where she helped organize several key
events. She has represented her district in tennis and basketball.

Chinmaya Vidyapeeth, Kochi

DEEP SHIKHA GOVLI

B. Tech (Chem)

Deep Shikha was awarded the prestigious Gargi Scholarship by Rajasthan Government
in class X for excellent academic performance. A chemical engineer from NIT Jaipur,
she completed her National Cadet Corps "B" and "C" certifications in Air Wing and
flew an aircraft Microlyte Zenair during NCC. She enjoys trekking and dancing.

NIT Jaipur

HIMANI KABRA

B. Tech (ECE)

A bundle of creativity and self-belief, Himani has been a consistent performer in
school and college. She received Maharana Fateh Singh award for performance in
AISSCE. She was the Hostel Secretary and an event coordinator in college fest. An
avid reader, she loves sketching and writing poems.

NIT Surat
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PARTH LIMBACHIYA

B. Tech (CSE)

A technology enthusiast and district topper in class XII board examination, Parth has been a
consistent performer with excellent academic record. He optimized the performance of Wifi
for Samsung phones during his internship at Samsung. He enjoys gymnastics and represent-
ed his district at the state gymnastic championship and passionately follows Indian politics.

Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad

PRATYASHA BURMAN RAY

B. Tech (CSE)

A prolific reader, writer and motivated public speaker, Pratyasha has presented papers
in National Conferences and maintained excellent academic records. A gold medalist
at school for being the topper in ICSE 2006, she has served as a Core Committee
Member for her college technical fest, and is dedicated and confident.

Bengal Institute of Technology, Techno India

PRITAM ROY

B. Tech (ECE)

An MHRD scholar and Best Student at school, Pritam is a certified Excel Telecom
Professional by Ericsson India Pvt. Ltd. Heavily into organizing, he was the coordina-
tor of his college festival and also editor of his school magazine. He loves reading and
is the lead guitarist of a music band.

Kalyani Govt. Engineering College, West Bengal

SANDESH A

B.E (ECE)

A self-believer and hard worker, Sandesh has been an outstanding academic per-
former throughout his life. He was an active member of the IEEE student chapter and
was also involved in organizing and conducting many workshops and competitions.
His hobbies include playing badminton and PC games.

Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering, Mysore
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SOMYA BARPANDA

B.A (H) (Eco)

An all-rounder and a consistent academic-performer, Somya seeks persistent personal growth
and has won multiple national level business case studies, paper presentation and creative
writing competitions. A writing enthusiast, she was the Editor-in-Chief of the Economics
Journal at her college. Former school Head Girl, she is an avid reader and enjoys travelling.

St. Stephen's College, Delhi University



SHREYA PANDEY

B.A (H) (Eco)

An Economics graduate from SRCC, Shreya was among the few selected for an intern-
ship at the Economic Advisory Council to the Prime Minister. Diligent, socially responsible
and fluent in German, she has been part of many initiatives such as Commonwealth
Games 2010 and a collaborative Indo-Dutch Exchange Programme organized by SRCC.

SRCC, Delhi University

SUBHOJIT BANERJEE

B.E (H) (ETE)

An outstanding academic performer, Subhojit has received scholarships from MHRD,
won Science and Cyber Olympiads and has a Springer publication. He was a research
intern at IIT-B. Apart from organizing events in college, he was a part of “Sankalpa
Student Chapter”, a social initiative. He keenly follows Indian Railway engines.

Jadavpur University, Kolkata

TANYA KUMAR

B.A (H) (Eco)

An outstanding academic performer throughout, Tanya was the city topper in her
class XII CBSE examinations. Equally involved in a multitude of extra-curricular activi-
ties, she has headed various college committees and organized several national
events, thereby displaying her skills as a team player and an efficient manager.

SRCC, Delhi University

UTKARSH TYAGI

B. Tech (EEE)

Consistent both in academics and extra-curricular activities, Utkarsh has always been
heavily into organizing events. He organized various events and workshops as the
General Secretary of GNIX, the college society and was also the Planning Committee
member of college fest. He loves singing and sound and music arrangement.

Galgotias College of Engineering & Technology, Greater Noida

VENKATESH BALAKRISHNAN

B. Tech (EEE)

An engineer from NIT Trichy, Venkatesh has been awarded a citation for performance
in English and a merit certificate by CBSE. He is a recipient of the RBI Scholarship and
has contributed eight articles to the Hindu. An avid quizzer and reader, he has served
as Online Media Manager for fests of NIT Trichy.

NIT Trichy
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ABHISHEK BHASKAR IYER

B.E (H) (EIE)

Strong on accountability and ethical values, Abhishek has held administrative roles in
managing the operations and financials of student messes at BITS Pilani. Passionate
about writing, he was coordinator of the English Press Club and editor of the annu-
al college magazine. His hobbies include watching football and reading fiction.

BITS Pilani

ANKIT LUTHRA

B. Tech (CSE)

A dedicated self-driven person, Ankit has won many awards in academics. He has a
passion to develop business acumen and has associated himself with many startup
ventures. He contributes back to the society by volunteering to teach underprivileged
children. He enjoys participating in fests and is active in sports.

Jaypee Institute of Information Technology, Noida

ANKITA AGGARWAL

B.E (H) (CSE)

During her graduation internships with PwC and UIDAI, Ankita worked on market research,
database connectivity and studied financial performances. A consistent student and rank
holder in NMO, she is also a Kuchipudi performer. As the coordinator of a robotics work-
shop, she handled logistics and operations. She enjoys dancing, travelling and reading.

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi University

ANKITA KUMARI

B. Tech (CSE)

A receiver of Sir Ratan Tata Scholarship twice and Narotam Sekhsaria Scholarship for academ-
ics and extra-curricular activities, Ankita has been an excellent academic performer through-
out. Having held several leadership positions right from school days, she has dedication, pas-
sion and leadership as her key strengths. She enjoys portrait photography and reading.

Vivekanand Education Society’s Institute of Technology, Mumbai

ANSHUMAN PRADHAN

B. Tech (EIE)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Anshuman is a hard-working student and a consis-
tent performer. As President of Episteme Quiz Club at NIT Rourkela, he revived the
club and spent 3 years organizing and managing quizzes. His hobbies include
quizzing, playing basketball and reading fiction novels.

NIT Rourkela
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ANUJ GOEL

B. Com (H)

A self-believer and consistent academic performer, Anuj thrives on intellectual challenges.
He has held many positions of responsibility and has organized national level manage-
ment and cultural festivals at college. He is an excellent team player and possesses man-
agerial and leadership qualities, apart from being involved in social service activities.

SRCC, Delhi University

SURABHI BHATE

B.E (EE)

An enthusiastic and dedicated team player, Surabhi has been an all-rounder through-
out her academic career. She has been a consistent student, held various positions of
responsibility in her college and is a trained Hindustani classical singer, with many
awards to her credit. She is a mature, calm and amicable individual.

Vivekanand Education Society’s Institute of Technology, Mumbai

DIVYA ELIZABETH THOMAS

B.E (Mech)

An all-round student and CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Divya was part of her
University FSAE team which participated in FS-Italy-2011. Coordinator of Manipal EU,
a youth group, she has also competed Grade 8 in solo piano from Trinity College,
London. She has participated in state and national level judo competitions.

Manipal Institute Of Technology

ESHITA AGARWAL

B. Com (H)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder and a PTA Academic Awardee, Eshita has been an excel-
lent academic performer throughout her life. An International Congress of Women
Awardee for excellence in painting, Co-Convener of Placement Cell at college and an
International Award For Young People (IAYP) Awardee, she has a multifaceted personality.

SRCC, Delhi University

IMANDI VENKATA DEEPAK

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent academic performer and a literary events enthusiast, Deepak is a self-moti-
vated individual. A volunteer in the Amala Bharatam Campaign, an initiative of Mata
Amritanandamayi Math, he derives pleasure in working towards the betterment of the
society and the upliftment of the downtrodden. An avid reader, he enjoys gaming.

Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Amritapuri Campus
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ISHITA SHEWAKRAMANI

B. Com (H) 

An ordinary girl with extraordinary dreams, Ishita has been a school topper with a
consistent academic record. A good speaker, she has won many laurels in debating
at national level. She takes keen interest in activities around her and has showcased
leadership qualities while she was the head girl of her school.

SRCC, Delhi University

LEAH SEBASTIAN ZACHARIAS

B. Com (H)

A meticulous planner, Leah swears by her ability to keep calm. A CBSE Merit
Certificate Holder, she was a member of the Placements Committee and the basket-
ball team at St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata. A debater and a theatre enthusiast, she has
acted in, managed and hosted productions at school.

St. Xavier's College, Kolkata

M ROHIT

M. Tech (Chem)

A dedicated and a consistent academic performer, Rohit received Proficiency Award
for his project in college. Recipient of the Pratibha Award from Andhra Pradesh
Government, he stood 1st in C.V. Raman Exam. A team player, he has interned at
IOCL and Dr.Reddy's Laboratories. He is passionate about cricket and carrom.

IIT Kharagpur

DIPTI NIRBHAWANE

B. Tech (IT)

A merit holder in school, Dipti is an all-rounder. Her dedication and creativity helped
her be a part of the organizing team of a state level debating competition. She has
handled publicity for inter college technical events and has represented her school in
national science conferences. She enjoys reading books and travelling.

College of Engineering, Pune

R BHARATH

B. Tech (EEE)

A consistent academic performer and holder of the SRM University Merit Scholarship,
Bharath showcased leadership qualities as the Students Placements Coordinator and class
representative. A keen debater, he has won several prizes for oratorical events at school and
college level. An avid reader and a Mridangam player, he has a multi-faceted personality. 

SRM University, Chennai
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SAMYA RAY

M. Sc (Physics)

A consistent academic performer and an enthusiastic engineer, Samya had co-founded
two technical organizations in college. Highly enthusiastic about history and politics of
India, he represented India at a Harvard conference for Asia-Pacific region on foreign pol-
icy analysis. A dedicated and passionate individual, he holds a masters degree in Physics.

BITS Pilani

SHARADA PRASANNA SETH

B. Tech (Mech)

A former badminton captain in college, Sharada is a spirited individual. Co-founder
and the first President of the prestigious SAE Club in his college, he gained internship
experience from China University of Geosciences, Wuhan. An Arsenal Football club
fan, he enjoys photography and likes following international and political conflicts.

IIT Bhubaneswar

SONALI PARALKAR

B.E (ETE)

A merit holder throughout school, Sonali has been a consistent academic performer. As
part of a learning programme for engineering students, she taught Mathematics to a class
of 30 students. She has been decor head, public-relations coordinator and event organis-
er for various inter-collegiate festivals. She enjoys reading, sketching and swimming.

Sardar Patel Institute of Technology, Mumbai

SOUMYA RANJAN PRADHAN

B. Tech (Elec)

Best Student awardee in graduation, Soumya is a proficient planner and executioner.
A self-believer, he was the students' representative for TEQIP project by World Bank
and has headed group for projects under NPC. An all-rounder, he has developed proj-
ects having extensive usage, won quizzes and debates and is a football enthusiast.

College of Engineering & Technology, Bhubaneswar

SREEDEV BASU

B. Sc (H) (Physics)

A creative thinker and careful analyst, Sreedev's experience in research at Princeton
University and IISER, ranges from Mathematics to Quantum Chemistry.  Exposure to diverse
cultures at United World College make him open, critical and respectful while his back-
ground in theatre, music, debating and writing give him both charisma and character.

Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi
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SRILEKHA BHATTIPROLU

B.E (ECE)

An ECE engineering graduate, Srilekha's passions lie in music and arts. She had
secured a scholarship for an animation degree in the prestigious NTU, Singapore. An
academically bright student, she loves charcoal sketching and acrylic painting. A cre-
ative girl, she communicates skilfully and shows proficiency in detail oriented roles.

PES Institute of Technology, Bangalore

SRISHTY BARLA

B. Com (H)

An academically consistent performer, Srishty has held positions of responsibility in
school and college and has coordinated as well as executed events conducted by her
college. A team player, she was a member of the Environment club in college. A
trained kathak dancer, she enjoys engaging in social service activities.

Daulat Ram College, Delhi University

SULAGNA DATTA

B.E (Chem)

A CBSE merit certificate holder and a literary events enthusiast, Sulagna has organ-
ised and won numerous prizes in debates and quizzes. She has been actively involved
in social initiatives, and has interned with Teach For India. Editor of her college mag-
azine, she was also the coordinator of a national level marathon.

UDCT, Mumbai

POOJA THAKUR

B.E (Civil)

As the Head of Public Relations and Head of Finance in her college, Pooja demonstrat-
ed leadership qualities. A holistic individual, she was the mathematics topper in school
in class X. An excellent orator, she actively participated in extra curricular activities and
has won accolades in dance and dramatics. She enjoys playing volleyball.

Sardar Patel College of Engineering, Mumbai

AMITHA PRABHAKARAN

B. Tech (ECE)

Dedicated and systematic describe Amitha the best. She has been a consistent aca-
demic performer and has shown her leadership qualities as the General Secretary of
the ladies hostel of her college. She is passionate about art and was among the few
to showcase her works at the 'Samanwayam' art exhibition.

College of Engineering, Trivandrum
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ANKIT KUMAR

B. Com (H)

Merit Certificate holder in X and school topper in XII, Ankit has been an excellent per-
former throughout his academic career. He was the chief coordinator of the E-cell of
his college. He conducted the first ever National level E-Summit at SRCC. Dedication,
hard work and sincerity are his major character traits.

SRCC, Delhi University

APARNA JOHARI

B. Tech (Mech)

A school topper, Aparna has been a consistent academic performer. Equally competent
in extra-curricular activities, she has been a part of inter-college dance group and has rep-
resented her college at international level for a group project based on Aeromodelling.
A socially responsible person, she has taught children at Akanksha NGO.

VJTI, Mumbai

ARNAB ROY

B. Tech (CSE)

A state rank holder and school topper, Arnab was awarded National Scholarship twice
for consistent academic performance. As the Sports Secretary of college and Vice
President of Students' Welfare Committee, he showed dedication and leadership. A bun-
dle of creativity, he is a talented photoshop designer and an excellent team player.

Heritage Institute of Technology, Kolkata

BAHER BHADRE

B. Tech (Civil)

A highly motivated and dedicated individual, Baher has been a top ranker in class X.
As a core committee member of the technical festival of his college, he was involved
in planning, sponsorship and event co-ordination. Having achieved accolades in bas-
ketball, he also loves playing football and trekking.

NIT Nagpur

PRIYANKA BARI

B.E (H) (Chem)

A consistent student, Priyanka has been awarded merit-based scholarship at BITS Goa apart
from other state and national level scholarships. She has organized events at the national
techno-managerial festival of college. She also excelled as the Co-ordinator of the
Photography Department at BITS. Her interests include basketball, sudoku and numismatics.

BITS Pilani Goa Campus
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DIVYA KUMARI

B. Tech (EEE)

Sincere and dedicated, Divya has been a consistent performer throughout her academic
career. She has worked on simulation projects, efficient LED design and has undergone
training at Godrej Security and Emerson Automation. She was the Placement Coordinator
at her institute. A voracious reader, she also enjoys painting and playing badminton.

Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology, New Delhi

GIRISH GANAPATH J

B. Tech (EEE)

A distinction holder in the International Maths Olympiad, Girish was also in the top
2% in the Joint Entrance Examination. Heavily involved with the quizzing club of his
college, he has conducted quizzes at college events and has won many prizes in quiz.
He enjoys playing chess and watching football.

NIT Trichy

HARSH KUMAR NAROLIYA

B.Sc (Biotech)

One among the toppers of his school, Harsh has maintained consistent academic
records. With his never say die attitude, Harsh has always been able to achieve his
goals. He is a voracious reader and likes fiction. He enjoys playing snooker and
believes it to be a way to increase his concentration.

IPS Academy, Indore

KAUSTUBH JAMBHULKAR

B. Tech (CSE)

As an Android Application Developer for SportsKeeda, Kaustubh conceptualized application
design, incorporated and implemented new functionalities. He developed DFA Correcting
Tool at IIT Kanpur. An NTSE scholar and member of the Guinness World Record breaking
team ‘Rubik’s Cube Group Solving’, he enjoys singing, playing guitar and lawn tennis.

IIT Kanpur

KIRAN KANNAN P

B. Tech (Mech)

A CBSE Merit Scholarship holder, Kiran has been consistent in academics and has
always maintained his rank within the top two throughout his school. A dedicated
team player, he has organized various events in his annual college festival. An avid
reader, he enjoys quizzing and also loves playing volleyball.

IIT Patna
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M SRINIVAS NAIK

B. Pharma

Calm and composed, Srinivas has always been a dedicated, enthusiastic learner and
an outstanding team player. He was awarded the Pratibha Scholarship by the
Government of Andhra Pradesh for his excellent academic performance. His hobbies
include sketching and cooking.

Sri Indu Institute of Pharmacy, JNTU Hyderabad

PAMAL PREET SINGH

B.E (Civil)

A consistent student, Pamal Preet Singh has won many scholarships. As Hostel Executive
Committee member at college and Vice House-Captain at school, he demonstrated his
organizational and leadership abilities. Training in infrastructure consulting helped him
hone his analytical and technical skills. He is an avid orator and a football gold medalist.

Thapar University

PRATIBHA SAROJ

B. Tech (ICE)

A self believer with high team spirit, Pratibha exhibited her perseverance and leadership
skills as the school house captain and Vice-President of college technical society S.P.I.C.E.
Apart from being a consistent academic performer; she has extensively participated in
various extra-curricular activities. She also enjoys cooking and watching movies.

JSS Academy Of Technical Education, Noida

SAMIT DAS

B. Tech (Mech)

Samit Das has graduated from IIT Guwahati in 2013. A hard-working, self-driven and
dedicated team player, Samit was instrumental in bringing in an increased number of
companies as a Placement Team member besides being involved in various technical
projects at IIT Guwahati. He enjoys travelling, reading and playing football.

IIT Guwahati

SHRADDHA SHRIKHANDE

B.E (ETE)

An all-rounder with a consistent performance in academics, sports and extra-curricular
activities, Shraddha has exhibited leadership skills throughout her academic life. She
headed the IEEE-chapter of her college and has developed an energy-efficient algorithm
optimizing the LEACH protocol. She is a quick learner and enjoys adventure sports.

Fr. Conceicao Rodrigues Institute of Technology, Mumbai
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SPANDANA A

B. Tech (Mech)

A consistent and remarkable academic performer, Spandana presented a research paper on
her B. Tech thesis. She is an enthusiastic learner with a never quit attitude. She participated
in many techno-management festivals and secured second position in paper presentation
competition. A Dance Society Member at IIT Bhubaneswar, she loves dancing and travelling.

IIT Bhubaneswar

SUHANI POPLI

B.A (H) (Eco)

A graduate in Economics from St. Stephen's College, Suhani possesses effective communica-
tion skills and a streak of innovation. She has been an excellent academic performer through-
out. As Secretary, Economics Society, she conceptualized Delhi University’s first-ever consumer
choice game in 2012. She enjoys collecting quotations, and has over a thousand already.

St. Stephen's College, Delhi University

SURBHI AGGARWAL

B.E (ECE)

An excellent academic performer throughout, Surbhi stood second in Class X in
Chandigarh. A confident, proactive person, she was Debating Society's President and
has been active in literary society, magazine and editorial board. As an intern, she pro-
posed platform for LED dimming circuit in Philips. An avid reader, she enjoys travelling.

Thapar University

SURBHI KOTHARI

B. Com 

A consistent performer in academics, Surbhi is a dedicated person and a quick learn-
er. Her socially conscious nature has motivated her to participate in and organize sev-
eral initiatives in the field. Apart from being a good dancer, she is also an avid read-
er and loves to blog.

UCCMS, Mohal Lal Sukhadia University, Udaipur

YUWALI DABUR

B.E (EIC)

A fresher from Thapar University Yuwali Dabur showed initiative by organizing the first
Film Festival at college. As a Year Representative she managed and mediated 800 people.
She was involved in organising national level cultural and technical festivals. She has been
active in anchoring, dramatics and sports along with a consistent academic record.

Thapar University
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ADHNAN RASHEED K

B. Tech (Mech)

A consistent student, good public speaker, sportsman and school topper in AISSCE, Adhnan
was the Coordinator of the college cultural festival and manager of various committees. As
Student Representative, he worked for enhancing student involvement in decision making.
Currently a member of the Placements Committee at IIMK, he enjoys volleyball and scrabble.

NIT Calicut

ANAMIKA CHAUDHARY

B. Tech (Civil)

Awardee of NTSE, CBSE (100% in Mathematics class X) and Dr. Ambedkar National
Awards, Anamika Chaudhary has always excelled in academics. She has developed to
be a successful achiever and a leader by organizing and coordinating events in col-
lege. With a passion for music, she also enjoys cooking and quilling.

IIT (BHU) Varanasi

ANVITA KASAR

B.E (Civil)

One of the top three students of the class throughout her school life, Anvita is a con-
sistent performer and a smart worker. As a civil engineer, she has successfully com-
pleted vocational training at West Central Railways and MP Rural Road Development
Authority. Her hobbies include reading and interacting with people.

Jabalpur Engineering College

BHAVNA NAHATA

B. Com (H) 

Bhavna is a gold medalist at school, distinction holder at college, All India Rank hold-
er at CA (Inter-AIR 43) and CS (foundation –AIR 12) examinations. As a national level
basketball player, the Creative Head of NSS, SRCC and a holder of various positions
of responsibility she has exemplified  leadership, excellence and team spirit.

SRCC, Delhi University

D.A.SUBHASHREE

B. Com

A smart, sincere and steadfast team player, Subhashree qualified as a CA in her first
attempt. She began reporting to the partner-in-charge within a fortnight of her arti-
cleship and was part of statutory, tax, stock and internal audit and a valuation assign-
ment for demerger. She sings, comperes and writes poetry.

IGNOU
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DEBOPAM CHAKRABARTY

B.E (H) (ECE)

Having an all rounded personality throughout his educational life, Debopam has excelled
in academics and also represented school and college in sports. Communication and
negotiation skills are his forte. He was rated high during his internship as a consultant
and excelled in client relationship management. His hobbies include playing sitar.

BITS Pilani Hyderabad Campus

DEEKSHA S

B. Tech (Chem)

A self believer and dedicated team player, Deeksha, as the Placement Training Coordinator,
trained students for their interviews. She has held several positions of responsibility in dif-
ferent cultural and technical events through school and college. An avid reader, Deeksha
also excels in Bharathanatyam and has won many awards for her excellence.

NIT Trichy

DIKSHA SINGH

B. Tech (CSE)

A creative person, team player and consistent performer, Diksha served as member of
training and placement cell of college. As Coordinator of dramatics team in college,
she conceptualized scripts, organised events and led the team to victory in renowned
inter-college competitions. She enjoys playing chess and doing paper craft work.

Institute of Engineering and Technology, Lucknow

G. MADHURI

M. Tech (Elec)

A recipient of CBSE and MHRD scholarships, Madhuri has remained a consistent per-
former in academics and extra-curricular activities. She was a part of IIT Madras bas-
ketball team. During her graduation, she interned at TVS Motor Company on a chal-
lenging project. Her hobbies are playing table tennis, chess and reading non-fiction.

IIT Madras

JANANI RAMANATHAN

B. Tech (ECE)

A strongly motivated and a dynamic individual, Janani Ramanathan was among top 2% in
her university. She was awarded Individual Excellence Award in Honeywell and won the Best
Idea Award at a university contest. She has organized a technical-symposium and co-
authored papers published in IEEE Explore. She takes keen interest in music and arts.

SASTRA University, Thanjavur
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VIRAL MALVANIA

B. Tech (ICT)

A board rank holder in Gujarat and teaching assistant at college, Viral is a dedicated
and consistent performer. Awardee of scholarship during college, he was elected as
student mentor of annual college festival where he was responsible for sponsorship,
marketing and hospitality. An upbeat drummer, he enjoys playing lawn tennis.

Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information and Communication Technology

MANOTOSH CHOWDHURY

B.E (Mech)

A self-believer and dedicated team player, Manotosh is a bundle of energy. His
achievements are not only limited to academics, he is an excellent musician and
sportsperson. As coordinator of his college music club, he has leadership skills and
dedication as his key strengths.

MVJ College of Engineering, Bangalore

MARIYAM MOHAMMAD

B. Tech (ECE)

A merit holder in college, national level lawn tennis player and district level swimmer,
Mariyam has excelled in both academics and extra-curricular activities. She has held the
position of Assistant Convener and organized annual inter-college festivals. A dramat-
ics enthusiast, she received her school’s Best Actress award for excellent dramatics skills.

Shri Ramswaroop Memorial College of Engineering and Management, Lucknow

NIMISHA DROLIA

B. Com (H)

A qualified CS with All India Rank 19, CA finalist and school topper, Nimisha has been
an excellent academic performer. As a team player, she has been into organizing var-
ious events. As member of placement cell, she displayed leadership skills. Always
keen on learning something new, she knows German (Level I).

St. Xavier's College, Kolkata

PRAMA MUKHERJEE

B. Tech (ECE)

A gold medallist in school and college, Prama has won four National Level
Mathematics Competitions. She has been a dedicated team player and a responsible
leader as Cabinet Member, Magazine Head and Sponsorship Head. This CTS Gold
Medallist is a skilled dancer, singer and writer with twenty two prizes in Robotics.

Institute of Engineering & Management, Kolkata
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PRANSHUMAAN

B.E (ECE)

A Science Olympiad scholar, Pranshumaan has been an excellent academic performer
all his life. He has won several national and inter-college quizzing competitions. As a
member of the Core Committee, he organized the College Annual Fest. His hobbies
include music and reading across genres.

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

S. SANDEEP BHAT

B. Tech (PE)

A gold medallist in graduation, Sandeep has always been an excellent academic performer.
A meticulous organizer, he conceptualized a unique first-year orientation program for his
college. He is also an ardent speaker having spoken at multiple career guidance programs
and debates. He enjoys collecting stamps, coins and reading mythological fiction.

NIT Trichy

SATYANARAYAN A

B.E (ECE)

A dedicated and academically consistent performer, Satyanarayan, is a national schol-
arship holder. An excellent team player and result oriented strategist, he has won sev-
eral quizzes and debates. His final engineering project is economical and can be used
for life saving purposes. A fitness enthusiast, he enjoys sports and acting.

BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore

SURBHI SHARMA

B.E (ECE)

As the head girl and core member of the college marketing committee, Surbhi has
honed her leadership and strategy making skills. She has received various awards
throughout her academic career. As a socially conscious individual, she believes in
embracing people and making a difference to the society.

University Institute of Engineering and Technology, Panjab University

TUSHARA GARG

B. Com

Tushara, AIR 39, CA final, has always excelled in academics. The only intern in her 50
member team in Risk Advisory Services, Ernst & Young, she has been highly appreci-
ated for excellence. She organised an all India interschool festival at school. She is an
avid reader and a travelling enthusiast.

Kothari College of Science, Management and Technology, Indore
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AMANJOT SINGH MULTANI

B. Tech (ECE)

An academically consistent performer and CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Amanjot has
successfully executed various projects which increased the system's efficiency. As Head
of mega-event, techNITI’13, he displayed his creative thinking and team working skills.
A volleyball enthusiast,he is interested  in the field of renewable sources of energy.

NIT Jalandhar

ANANYA MUKHERJEE

B. Com (H)

Among the top 0.1 percent successful students in Economics and Business Studies in
Senior Secondary examinations, Ananya has always been an excellent academic per-
former. While interning at RIL, she gained a holistic understanding of the insurance
industry. In SRCC, she was an active member of the History and Political Science Society.

SRCC, Delhi University

ANKITA PRAKASH

B. Tech (Auto)

A consistent performer throughout, Ankita balances her academics and extracurriculars well.
Interning at Daimler India Commercial Vehicles, she worked as assistant lead for Associate
Management Project. A member of organizing committee of various college festivals, Ankita
is a born event manager, likes reading fiction and making creative personal gifts.

DCE, Delhi University

ASHISH KATIYAR

B. Tech (CSE)

Working as the Petition Head of SRMCRY chapter, Ashish transformed a dilapidated
building into a proper school. He has organized and managed, finances and opera-
tions of international level workshops and events. Served as the committee head of
Hospitality in college fests and has won various awards in sports.

SRM University, Chennai

ATHUL BHARGAV

B. Tech (Mech)

As mechanical engineer, Athul Bhargav designed and developed Electro Magnetic Engine,
an alternative to conventional IC Engines. As a Core-Committee member of college cul-
tural and technical fests, has expertise in public relations and event management. A bright
student, won several scholarships, he is an ardent sports and film enthusiast.

Mar Athanasius College of Engineering, Kothamangalam
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GOPIKA PUSHPANGADAN

B. Tech (ECE)

An optimist and a sincere teamplayer, Gopika  has excellent people skills and very
innovative ideas. She has served as the school leader for 3 years, organized events
and spearheaded decision making during her college days. She has a consistent track
record of academic performance to her credit .

Government Engineering College Barton Hill, Trivandrum

HARSHEEN JAMMU

B. Com (H)

An artist and an entrepreneur, Harsheen Jammu has been a meritorious student through-
out. She started a communication design venture in 2012. As a professional photogra-
pher, she has covered over 20 weddings. Her works have been published in Vogue and
Hindustan Times. She is also passionate about tarot card reading and doodling.

Hindu College, Delhi University

JITHIN EMMANUEL JACOB

B. Tech (Mech)

A public speaker, debater, dramatist and poet, Jithin is a graded musician from Trinity
Guildhall London and has travelled around India visiting business establishments as part
of Jagriti Yatra 2011. He is currently serving as a member of Placements Committee at
IIMK, and is a skilled negotiator and creative writer.

Mar Athanasius College of Engineering, Kothamangalam

KESHAV KUMAR

B. Tech (Mech)

A consistent academic performer and CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Keshav has
designed and fabricated a new drilling machine during engineering and was awarded
for the same. His organizing skills were evidenced when he convened the annual tech-
no-cultural festival. Open to new ideas and experiences, he enjoys PC games and out-

IIT Indore

PRIYA BAGADE

M. Tech (Chem)

A recipient of academic awards and scholarships, Priya is a self-believer. She was the
Overall Coordinator of her annual department festival and was awarded Letter of
Appreciation for exemplary organizational skills. She has worked for an NGO and is
an exceptional orator apart from being an avid dancer and sketcher.

IIT Bombay
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MAYANK MEHRE

B. Eng (ETE)

Being socially responsible, Mayank has worked extensively for education of underprivileged. On
exchange to Waterloo University, Canada, he was selected among 40 students from Maharashtra
where he enriched himself in Psychology and Management science. A sports enthusiast, he
involved himself in mélange of activities like quizzing, mountaineering, martial arts, cycling.

Vishwakarma Institute of Technology, Pune

P V SRAVANTI

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent performer throughout , Sravanti is a Merit Certificate holder in
Mathematics and ranked in top 10% of ECE batch in NIT Surat. Active in organizing,
Sravanti has been member of Student Council and Joint Magazine Secretary of col-
lege. A movie enthusiast, she also enjoys reading fiction and penning articles.

NIT Surat

RACHNA RAVI

B. Arch 

An innovative thinker and team player, Rachna was editor of her school newsletter. A consis-
tent performer through school and college, she was awarded scholarship by Bennett Coleman
Ltd in 2008. Being a creative writer, INMUN representative and winner of design competition by
Goethe Institut (German Cultural association), her hobbies include photography and reading.

MEASI Academy of Architecture, Chennai

ROHAN GAUTAM

B.E (EE)

A consistent performer in both academic and extra-curricular, Rohan is a dedicated team
player and motivator. He has been a CBSE Merit Certificate holder and National
Mathematics Olympiad scholar. He actively volunteered in the Delhi Commonwealth
Games 2010 and held the responsibility of Publicity Head of the college technical society.

DCE, Delhi University

SIDDHARTH DOHARE

B.E (CSE)

A self-believer and dedicated learner, Siddharth Dohare, as an organizer of college cultural
festival was responsible for marketing, sponsorship and hospitality. Being an ex NCC Naval
cadet, he is capable of taking quick decisions and facing adverse situations. He is socially
and environmentally responsible. He enjoys playing guitar and reading books (fiction).

Madhav Institute of Technology and Science, Gwalior
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SREEKUTTY SREEKUMAR

B. Tech (ECE)

A National Talent Search Examination scholar and Merit Certificate holder, Sreekutty
has been a consistent academic performer. As member of sponsorship committee of
college festival, she displayed leadership skills. She has won several prizes in quiz,
essay writing, debate and recitation, indicating all round performance.

Sree Chitra Thirunal College of Engineering, Trivandrum

SUPRIYA PUSHKAR

B. Tech (CSE)

A National level Judo player and excellent academic performer in school, Supriya is a
complete package. Always heavily into organizing, she was the coordinating team
member of her college annual sports festival. She has dedication and leadership skills
as her key strengths. Her hobbies include dancing and playing table tennis.

Institute of Engineering and Technology, Lucknow

SURBHI PALIWAL

B. Tech (ECE)

An excellent academic performer throughout her life, Surbhi secured 1st rank among
520 students in her institute. Apart from being heavily involved in techno-managerial
projects in college, she also actively participated and won cultural events in school. Her
key strengths are her dedication and sincerity towards her work and responsibilities.

Jaypee Institute Of Information Technology, Noida

SUSNATO LAHIRI

B. Tech (ICT)

A consistent academic performer, Susnato topped the class X CBSE examination in
Gujarat. He has held several leadership roles right from his school days. A National Chess
Player, he has played with Vishwanathan Anand. He also interned as business analyst in
retail CRM. Susnato loves classical music, recitation, blogging and playing the flute.

Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information & Communication Technology

THIYAGARAJAN B

B.E (H) (EIE)

A consistent academic performer, Thiyagarajan stood district first in class XII Board
exams and also held the posts of Assistant school pupil leader and House Captain at
school. An avid musician,he has passed Grade 5 in Electronic Keyboards, Trinity
College and been a member of the Music society at BITS.

BITS Pilani Goa Campus
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V LEKSHMI

B. Tech (AE&I)

All India Topper in AISSE and a meritorious student throughout, Lekshmi has witnessed
Republic Day Parade from the Prime Minister’s Box at New Delhi. As a teaching volun-
teer with 'Make a Difference', she has organized activities for underprivileged children.
In college, she was the Placement Representative. She is trained in Carnatic Music.

College of Engineering, Trivandrum

VENU MERH

B. Tech (ECE)

An Upantya Visharad in Hidustani Sangeet and in Bharatnatyam, Venu has been an
epitome of versatility and consistency throughout school and college life. An EC engi-
neer, she was a member of AIESEC & NU Tech where she managed various activities.
She loves micro blogging and working for stray animal welfare.

Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad

KAVITA YAJNIK

B.E (EE)

A consistent top performer in academics, Kavita was selected for the AICTE Scholarship.
Always striving to make a difference to the society, she volunteered for ‘Teach-for-India’.
A winner of various essay and elocution competitions at inter-school/college and nation-
al levels and a passionate writer, she was on the college’s Editorial Board.

Dwarkadas J. Sanghvi College of Engineering, Mumbai

SONAKSHI JAISWAL

B. Com

Being a diploma holder in French, Sonakshi encompasses exemplary managing skills
and unparalleled devotion for her work. Her innate creative thoughts drive her from
managing annual events to holding a stress workshop on World Mental Health Day.
Socially active, she is a top performer who adores dancing and traveling.

Lucknow university

MEENA YADAV

B. Tech (CSE)

A top grader in Class X and an outstanding academic perfomance award winner in
class XII, Meena has been a consistent perfomer in her academic life. A Merit schol-
arship holder from CBSE, she is also a goal oriented person with great dedication to
work. She loves painting and creative arts.

Guru Jambheshwar  University of Science & Technology, Hisar
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UMESH KUMAR

B. Tech (Aero)

An IIT Madras graduate, Umesh is an opportunistic and consecrate achiever. A
regional level player in kho-kho and kabaddi, he has a natural talent to pick a great
team. He has successfully seen many team projects to completion. Umesh enjoys
stimulating his grey cells by savoring sports and good music.

IIT Madras

SURYAKANTA BHAGAT

B. Tech (IT)

A self believer with sportsman spirit and confidence, Suryakanta has performed consis-
tently in both academics and extra-curricular activities. He has displayed leadership skills
with innovation and creativity in various projects. Being a well disciplined NCC cadet and
trend rock climber, he has represented his college and school in various games.

West Bengal University of Technology

SAFWAN SAIDALAVI.S

B. Tech (ECE)

An excellent orator and a consistent academic performer, Safwan has championed  in
numerous elocution contests. Highly versatile in nature, he displayed leadership qual-
ities and organizing skills by successfully undertaking  the chairmanship role in his col-
lege student council. He enjoys football and is interested in online strategic games.

Government College of Engineering, Kannur

MILAN KUMAR HEMBRAM

B. Tech (IT)

A punctual and optimistic person. Milan’s achievements include captain of under 15
and under 17 Nayagarh district cricket team. His hobbies include Playing poker,
singing bollywood songs.

Silicon Institute of Technology, BBSR

SHOUGAIJAM DIBYALAXMI DEVI

B.E (EE)

A National Talent Search Examination (NTSE) scholar, qualified in Regional Maths
Olympiad (RMO), represented the state in National Science Seminar and a position
holder in Matriculation Examination, Dibyalaxmi has been a good academic performer
in her school life. In college, she participated in cultural fests and sports activities.

BIT Mesra, Ranchi
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LALIT MOHAN SINGH MEENA

B. Tech (PIE)

Self-belief and resilience best describe him, he has shown good leadership qualities in
the past and scores high on agreeableness and openness to experience. Academic cur-
riculum included courses like manufacturing and operations management. He has a
keen interest in Value Engineering. He is passionate about his hobby of playing tennis.

IIT Roorkee

VINESH VIJAYAN

B. Tech (Mech)

As Administrator of ‘Synapse’, Vinesh ensured continuous and robust facility of an
online hub 24x7 at NIT Durgapur. An avid quizzer with an interest in programming,
he is also proficient in solving sudoku puzzles and was a recipient of Hindi scholar-
ship awarded by the State government.

NIT Durgapur
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SHILPI KUMAR

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent all rounder, Shilpi was awarded the Best Outgoing Student Award in college.
A highly motivated and dedicated individual, she was chosen to be the Cognizant Brand
Ambassador. As class and placement representative, she has displayed leadership quali-
ties. She enjoys dancing and sketching, and is a trained classical singer.

B.P. Poddar Institute Of Management & Technology



VIJAYENDRA V

B.E (Mech)

Vijayendra is a consistent academic performer with distinctions throughout. He was
a team player at TCE as GET. As Director of Club services for Rotaract Club, he pio-
neered initiatives and demonstrated leadership skills as organizer and coordinator for
BAJA-SAE project and other cultural events. He enjoys photography and travelling.

R.V College of Engineering, Bangalore

REINA BHARDWAJ

B. Com (H)

With strong ethics, Reina is a conscientious and hard-working girl. She has not only
excelled academically but has also actively participated in co-curricular activities like
organizing college events, dramatics and literary activities. She was responsible for
travel deals pan India as the Associate City Planner at Groupon India Pvt Ltd.

3 months, Groupon India Pvt. Ltd.

ARYA K

B. Tech (ECE)

Versatility, with strong hold on academics, dancing and singing together form Arya. A
consistent student with 10th rank amongst all Kendriya Vidyalayas in AISSCE’08 along
with top ranks in numerous scholarship exams. The Best Outgoing Student award win-
ner, has served as Placement coordinator as well as college magazine sub-editor.

3 months, TCS

NSS College of Engineering, Palakkad, Kerala
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3 months, Tata Consulting Engineers

SHAKTI SAINI

B. Tech (ECE)

An STPE Scholar and a consistent academic performer, Shakti ranked among top
10% students in class throughout her academic life. She is buoyant, outgoing and
likes to take challenges. A considerate person at heart, she has actively been involved
in community service and is a regular follower of chess.

University Institute of Engineering and Technology, Panjab University

2 months, Infosys

BHAVNEET KAUR

B.A.(H) (Eco)

An academic performer with a creative mind, Bhavneet founded the Photography Society
at SRCC. She has won and participated in National Level photography competitions and
exhibitions. At Ernst &Young, she was responsible for monitoring and analyzing strategic
developments in the market. Writing, dramatics and debating are also her forte.

4 months, Ernst & Young

SRCC, Delhi University



AMOL KATKAR

B. Tech (CSE)

A self believer and dedicated team player, Amol has been a consistent academic per-
former throughout his life. During his short stint as lecturer he was engaged in activ-
ities such as guiding and training aspiring students for competitive exams. He is pas-
sionate about cricket and enjoys cooking.

6 months, P. E .S. College of Engg.,
AurangabadKITS College of Engineering, Kolhapur
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HARSHADA SHEWALE

BBA (Finance)

A dedicated and individualistic person, Harshada has consistently been a meritorious
student throughout school and college. She headed the Literature Department at
Vibrant 2007 where she managed national level events for over 5000 students. Her
hobbies include reading, singing and writing poetry.

6 months, Verity Knowledge Solutions
Pvt. Ltd.NMIMS Mumbai

PRIYANKA PRIYADARSHINI

B.E (Civil)

A creative and versatile person, Priyanka has always been active in sports, cultural
programs and street plays. A PPL level flying scholarship winner, very passionate
about social causes and environment. She was appreciated at workplace for efficien-
cy and dedication to the given task. She has love for literature, music and movies.

5 months, Rites Ltd.

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

AASHIRWAD BOMBORIYA

B. Tech (CSE)

A silver medallist in college and a merit scholarship holder, Aashirwad has been a con-
sistent academic performer throughout his life. As a coordinator in MUN Conference
and National Level Quiz, he has shown a good mix of leadership and management
skills. His hobbies include playing table tennis and following technological updates.

6 months, TCS

Institute of Technology and Management, Gurgaon

MARU KRUTI NITIN

B. Com

A consistent student, Maru Kruti has cleared all the Chartered Accountancy exams in
the first attempt and has also completed her graduation from Podar College of
Commerce & Economics. She worked at UKG & Associates as Audit & Tax Assistant.
She is trained in dance and music and enjoys travelling.

4 months, UKG & Associates

R. A. Podar College of Commerce & Economics, Mumbai
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EKTA PUNN

B. Tech (ECE)

Consistently scoring above ninety percent since first standard, Ekta was given the
school scholar award.  She headed the sponsorship department in her college fest,
organizing and negotiation being her core strengths. She is a creative writer and was
the chief editor of her college magazine.  She enjoys reading, poetry, vase painting.

6 months, TCS

Indira Gandhi Institute of Technology, Delhi

K R R RAJENDRAN

B. Tech (Mech)

A dedicated team player, leadership and self-discipline are the hallmarks of Rajendran's
personality. In his six months of work experience, he worked in various departments of
banking like marketing and general banking. An all rounder, he was judged Mr. Anwesha
in his college festival Anwesha. He enjoys playing volleyball and basketball.

6 months, Bank of India

IIT Patna

AKHILA JYOTHI SHANKAR

B.E (ECE)

CBSE Merit Certificate awardee in three subjects and University rank holder, Akhila
worked with HCL in the Hardware R&D wing. She has served as school magazine edi-
tor and Community Service Director of her college's Rotaract Club. An avid reader
and painter, she has considerable extra-curricular achievements to her credit.

7 months, HCL

Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering, Anna University, Chennai

SURUCHI POPLI

B. Com (H)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Suruchi has been a consistent academic performer. A
passionate orator, she represented her school in National Level CBSE Science Exhibition.
During CA articleship, she handled assignments pertaining to statutory audits, internal
audits and taxation. As a reasoning teacher at T.I.M.E, she mentored over 150 students.

7 months, T.I.M.E.

GGDSD College, Chandigarh
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R GAYATHRI

B.E (EEE)

A perseverant team player, Gayathri helped develop a fool proof authentic product at
HCL Technologies. Her excellent analytical skills helped in statistically estimating the
brand value of IPL players for a management internship at IITM. She conducted the
technical quiz for a National Level Technical Symposium. She sings carnatic music.

8 months, HCL Technologies

Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering, Anna University

ESHA CHOUDHURY

M.Sc (H) (Mathematics)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Esha is hardworking, creative and enthusiastic. At work,
she was involved in testing of software for Basel and Credit Risk Management. As sen-
ior core member for Planning and Publicity department in college, her responsibilities
included inventory management, poster designing and publicity for the technical fest. 

9 months, Randstand India

BITS Pilani

NIDHI AGARWAL

B. Tech (Chem)

Having a strong sense of quality and hardwork, Nidhi has achieved outstanding academic track
record. Through her extensive research experiences, she demonstrated sound technical under-
standing. Her stint in leather industry has given her exposure in resource planning. Self-motivat-
ed and introspective, she took up several leadership roles during her undergraduate studies.

9 months, Balmer Lawrie & Co.Ltd

NIT Surathkal

SAURABH CHAUDHARY

B. Com (H)

A CBSE scholarship and NCFM certificate holder in college, Saurabh is a bundle of
energy. At Cians Analytics, he was in-charge of finding prospective investments for
the private equity firms. His work spanned across all kinds of financing activities. His
hobbies include reading novels, playing chess and visiting new places.

9 months, Cians Analytics, TeamLease
Services SRCC, Delhi University

PRAKRITI SHARMA

B.A (H) (Eco)

Prakriti is an Economics graduate from Lady Shri Ram College and has worked for 9
months at Ernst & Young. She is a national level swimmer and basketball player. She
was the winner of a National level debate. She has served as the project head under
the college NSS Chapter and is also a dramatics enthusiast.

9 months, Ernst & Young

Lady Shri Ram College, Delhi
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SUSHANT KUMAR

B. Tech (H) (ICT)

Working as Product Specialist in Tata Consultancy Services, Sushant displayed his leader-
ship potential in heading the Microsoft Exchange team. He has held positions of respon-
sibilities like coordinator of Techno-cultural and Sports Fest and member of Student Body
in college. He enjoys playing guitar, photography, reading and collecting books.

10 months, TCS

Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information and Communication Technology

KHARTE AMOL BHAGWAN

B. Tech (ETE)

Motivated, enthusiastic and a quick learner, Amol has won prizes in national level tech-
nical competitions. He has developed a versatile skill set with work experience in
Application Management Support. He held many positions of responsibilities in his col-
lege. He was also involved in social activities and enjoys canoeing and trekking.

10 months, Cognizant

College of Engineering, Pune

SREEKANTH P S

B. Arch

Winner of Institute Silver Medal, IIT Roorkee, Sreekanth was actively involved in the
social service activities. He worked on the technical festival organizing team and
placement team of IIT Roorkee. He is an IGBC AP and has interned at leading firms
in Shanghai and Torino in sustainable design and costing.

10 months, Dar Al-Handasah
ConsultantsIIT Roorkee

VED PRAKASH

B. Tech (EEE)

A DAAD WISE scholar and a summer research fellow of Indian Academy of Science,
Ved Prakash holds the Governor’s Medal of Excellence for his outstanding academic
achievements. A credit analyst at Andhra Bank, he was a facilitator of foreign trade.
He is a dramatist and poet in times of leisure.

10 months, Andhra Bank

NIT Warangal

SABYASACHI DAS

B. Tech (IE)

As a GET in Reliance Industries Ltd. Sabyasachi worked in the Project Management Group
for Reliance Jamnagar 3 Project, reviewing the various technical drawings from contrac-
tors and vendors and preparing technical details about them. A consistent academic per-
former throughout, he has received many awards. He loves playing football and cricket.

10 months, Reliance Industry Ltd.

IIT Kharagpur



PARUL SINGH

B.E (ETE)

Quick learner and self-believer, Parul has been a consistent performer both in academics and
extra-curricular activities. During her work at CGI, she has been actively engaged in two proj-
ects simultaneously and made significant, well-appreciated contributions. A professional
dancer, she enjoys playing Kabbadi & badminton and is actively engaged in social service.

10 months, CGI India

Bhilai Institute of Technology, Durg

RAGHUL RAVINDRAN

B. Tech (Civil)

As management trainee in CCCL, he assisted Regional Planning Manager in planning of 12
different sites and execution in-charge, billing engineer and quality manager at construction
site. A consistent student he has won 3 scholarships sponsored by IMFA group. As member
of Willow Cup’11 Organizing Committee organized and carried out a successful tournament.

10 months, CCCL

NIT Calicut

APARNA GOSWAMI

B.E (ETE)

A gold medallist and best outgoing student in college, Aparna has won competitions includ-
ing exhibitions, public speaking and personality contests. She worked with TCS as a perform-
ance analyst (mobile applications). As head of college anchoring committee, she has anchored
various events. A Karate brown belt, she enjoys Zumba, dancing and reading.

11 months, TCS

Birla Vishwakarma Mahavidyalaya, V.V Nagar

MONISHA MEHROTRA

B. Tech  (IT)

National Science Olympiad city topper for three years, Monisha has been a spirited individual with
outstanding academic performance. As Business Technology Analyst at Deloitte Consulting, she
streamlined client’s processes and was enthusiastically involved in firm newsletter initiative. She
coordinated events in the annual cultural festival and led several hostel Initiatives.

11 months, Deloitte

Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information and Communication Technology

SAYANTAN MANDAL

B.E (H) (Elec)

The 20th rank holder in Secondary Examination, MHRD Scholar and CSIR certificate
holder, Sayantan was school and university cricket team captain and football team goal-
keeper. A good painter, Indian Railway follower and highly engaged in various cultural
activities throughout, he served as an active member of social activity group ‘YUVA’.

11 months, Damodar Valley
CorporationJadavpur University, Kolkata
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SUBHARTHI SEN

B.E (Mech)

Subharthi Sen studied Mechanical Engineering at Jadavpur University, Kolkata, after
which he worked with Tata Technologies Ltd., Pune for 11 months as a Design
Engineer. During his stint, he worked for major international OEMs and won the
Rising Star Award for achieving excellence.

11 months, Tata Technologies Ltd

Jadavpur University, Kolkata

AKSHIT GUPTA

B.E (ICE)

As Associate Professional at Halliburton, Akshit was responsible and highly recognized for
maintenance of electronic equipment in addition to client handling and presentations. He is
consistent in academics and is a school topper, scholar blazer and CBSE Merit Certificate
holder. He is enthusiastic about writing motivational quotes and playing cricket.

11 months, Halliburton

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi

POOJA SUMON

B. Tech (CSE)

A star performer, Pooja managed Samsung's flagship smartphone applications and held
several positions of responsibility during college days, such as funds manager and organ-
izer of cultural events. A consistent student and CBSE merit scholarship holder, she is also
involved in social service. She is an avid reader and enjoys swimming.

11 months, Samsung India

YMCA Institute of Engineering, Faridabad

CHAND AJMERA

B. Tech (CSE)

At Deloitte Consulting, Chand worked on a US public sector project. Academically consis-
tent, she was awarded by Mr. Narendra Modi for exceptional performance in class XII. As
Joint Secretary of ISTE Students’ Chapter, she organized numerous national events. She has
won national level paper presentation competitions and is an avid reader.

11 months, Deloitte, eConcept Infotech

Institute of Technology, Nirma University

MHETRE SHARDUL

B. Tech (CSE)

A consistent academic performer, Shardul worked in enterprise division of Akamai
Technologies on Sales force platform and managed CRM. He learnt the nuances of man-
agement as the organizer of his institute’s national cultural festival. He is involved in social
campaigns through NSS. He loves playing table tennis and solving logical puzzles.

11 months, Akamai Technologies Pvt Ltd

NIT Surathkal



ANKITA PAI

M. Tech (Pharma)

Adjudged ‘Best Debutante’, Ankita worked on Patent Analytics for cosmetics, pharma-
ceuticals and chemicals. She has been a recipient of numerous scholarships including the
Bayer and Dhirubhai Ambani merit scholarships. She was the Senior Editor of her college
magazine. She has learnt elementary French and is a trained Hindustani classical singer.

11 months, Aranca

UDCT, Mumbai

KALPITA KAUSTUBHAN

B.E (Mech)

A gold medalist in Mechanical Engineering and an innovation driven person, Kalpita has a
patent for interactive TV remote control. She developed heavy duty pumps for Eaton
Technologies and was awarded recognition by global engineering teams. She has complet-
ed her Arangetram in Bharatnatyam and enjoys jogging and making greeting cards.

11 months, Eaton

Cummins College of Engineering for Women, Pune University

PRIYA CHANDAK

M.Sc (H) (Physics)

As Management Trainee at JP Morgan, Priya worked on projects that increased operational effi-
ciency within firm. Her internship domains include intellectual property consulting and entrepre-
neurship support and promotion. At BITS, she founded the Student Mentorship Program and is
currently Placements Committee Member at IIMK. She represented India internationally in skating.

11 months, JP Morgan

BITS Pilani Goa Campus

MITALI JAIN

B. Tech (CSE)

A gold medalist, CBSE Merit Certificate holder and recipient of Dhirubhai Ambani
Scholarship, Mitali was the Vice President of ISTE. As a Business Technology Analyst
at Deloitte Consulting, she has gained valuable experience in the field of systems
integration. She enjoys photography and graphical designing and is an avid reader.

11 months, Deloitte, Renaissance Educare 

Nirma Institute of Technology, Ahmedabad

HARSH YADAV

B. Tech (Mech)

A self-believer with rich interpersonal skills, Harsh worked in important projects as a grad-
uate engineer trainee. Topper in school and college, he possess exceptional leadership
qualities & held various positions of responsibilities. CBSE merit scholarship holder & an
all-round performer, he has won various prizes in extracurricular activities as well.

12 months, Isgec Heavy Engineering Ltd

YMCA Institute Of Engineering, Faridabad
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“The process was well planned and
the scheduling was great. Quality of
students was really good and they
were well prepared for the process.”

“The experience was thrilling and excit-
ing at IIM Kozhikode. The quality of
students is excellent and we got the
best resources for the summer projects.
We also appreciate the efforts of the
Placements Committee for their help
and the smooth process.”

“We were extremely satisfied with the
efficiency with which the process was
conducted and the quality of the stu-
dents.”

“We were greatly impressed by the
maturity of the students and their pro-
fessional demeanor. The talent pool
available was a good mix of industry
experience and fresh enthusiasm. The
recruitment process was very well man-
aged and ran smoothly even though it
ran late into the night.”



PRAGJYOTIKA NANDAN

B.E (CSE)

As a Business Technology Analyst at Deloitte Consulting, Pragjyotika developed and implemented
business ERP for clients across industries and honed team building skills. During her graduation, she
interned at Honeywell where she was involved in stimulating projects. Being socially responsible, she
taught children at Samridhhi. Her hobbies include travelling and cooking.

12 months, Deloitte Consulting

Manipal Institute Of Technology

NIRAV SARVAIYA

B.E (ECE)

As a Quality Assurance Incharge, Nirav Sarvaiya successfully headed quality department into
many audits, developed comprehensive plan to reduce customer complaints. He has been an
active member of E-cell and has organized events and workshops. He has run a successful
business venture on campus. He enjoys playing lawn tennis and follows Indian politics.

12 months, Delta Electronics India

Atharva College of Engineering, University of Mumbai

SKITI LAKHMANI

BFIA (Finance)

A self-motivated individual, Skiti, undertook specialized business research across industries. A
natural leader, she has held various positions of responsibility such as President, SIFE (global
student organization) in college and President, Student Council in school and simultaneous-
ly maintained a consistent academic record. She enjoys reading contemporary fiction.

12 months, The Smart Cube

Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies, Delhi University

TASLEEM FATHIMA J

B.E (H) (CSE)

A self motivated and socially responsible individual, Tasleem has had a balance of academ-
ic and extracurricular achievements. She was a top performer for the Federal Sector proj-
ects at Deloitte. She has demonstrated leadership, managerial abilities and team work
throughout her academic and professional life. She enjoys playing chess and debating.

12 months, Deloitte Consulting

PES Institute of Technology, Bangalore

NITHIN RAJ M

B.E (ECE)

As a Software Engineer in IBM-India Software Labs, Nithin developed software for virtu-
alization features of management console products. He was the coordinator of IBM team
building cell and has organized various team activities. An MHRD scholarship holder and
school toppwer in Class X Examinations, he enjoys dancing and playing cricket.

12 months, IBM-ISL

BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore
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PARVATHY RAJAN

B. Tech (ECE)

A school topper in class X and XII, Parvathy has always been a striver. In college, she
was involved in organizing various national level events. As a Program Analyst at
Goldman Sachs, she underwent training in New York and worked on trading and
client reporting systems. She is an avid reader.

12 months, Goldman Sachs

NIT Calicut

NISARG PATEL NAGINBHAI

B.E (CSE)

As an Assistant Systems Engineer, Nisarg developed functionality related to taxation. A con-
sistent academic performer, he has also excelled in sports and extra-curricular events. As
Head Organizer of Prerna, a national level social initiative, Nisarg gained experience in han-
dling finances and organizing large scale events. He enjoys playing and watching cricket.

12 months, TCS

Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda

PRAGATI SRIVASTAVA

B. Sc (Nautical Science)

Winner of the President’s Gold Medal and CBSE Merit Certificates, Pragati has had
an outstanding academic career. As Senior Cadet Captain, she managed student
activities and organized college events. At SCI, she got exposure of working in inter-
national teams. She has keenly been involved in dramatics, singing and writing.

12 months, The Shipping Corporation
of IndiaT.S. Chanakya, University of Mumbai

J PREETHI JAYARAM

B. Tech (Chem)

As Applications Developer, Preethi delivered 3 enhancements for Oracle's Projects
Application which improved its performance. As Student Council Member, she organized
the VNIT Institute Gathering, managing over 2000 students during the event. As Captain of
TT team, she improved sports infrastructure in VNIT and also led the team to many victories.

12 months, Oracle

NIT Nagpur

K SIVARAM

B. Tech (EEE)

A quick learner and a smart worker, Sivaram interned at DRDO during college and
featured in the Dean's list. As Design Engineer in L&T, he was involved in cost esti-
mation and customer interaction. He exhibited leadership abilities as Coordinator of
L&T's annual cultural fest. His hobbies include cricket and volleyball.

12 months, L&T-EBG

Sastra University, Thanjavur
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MOHIT JAISWAL

B. Tech (Mech)

A quick learner and a dedicated team player, Mohit has excelled at both academics
and extra-curricular activities and is a recipient of many awards in areas of dramatics
and community development. At ZS, his excellent process improvement and problem
solving abilities earned him high ratings. He loves playing lawn tennis.

12 months, ZS Associates

NIT Allahabad

PRATIBHA PAL

B. Tech (Paint Technology)

Equipped with versatility, Pratibha has worked as a senior technical (R&D) officer. Her
multifaceted personality could be an upshot of the numerous activities she has been
doing for multiple artistic passions she follows. She has won many prizes in various
symposiums. She enjoys reading and playing lawn tennis.

12 months, PPG Asian Paints Pvt Ltd

Harcourt Butler Technological Institute, Kanpur

ANUKRITI CHHABRA

B. Tech (EIE)

At Samsung Heavy Industries, Anukriti was responsible for Field Instruments in Offshore
Projects. She was Editor of the monthly newsletter and member of CSR group. District
topper in AISSE, she was awarded CBSE Merit Scholarship and ‘A’ grade in BEC
Cambridge University Examination. She has co-ordinated cricket tournaments in college.

12 months, Samsung Heavy Industries India 
Institute of Technology and Management, Gurgaon

S AKSHAYA

B. Tech (ICE)

As a quick thinker and a consistent academic performer, Akshaya has won several nation-
al level aptitude tests. Being a hard-worker and a team-player, she was responsible for
developing important products at Oracle. She was the Content Analyst of NIT Trichy's
monthly magazine. She enjoys playing table tennis and watching movies.

12 months, Oracle

NIT Trichy

SHILPI CHAUDHRY

B.E (Biotech)

A gold medallist at DCE, Shilpi has won several National Level Olympiads, painting com-
petitions, and quizzes. She worked as a software developer at Sapient. She was also a
coordinator of her Annual College Festival, 2011. A dedicated team player and hardwork-
ing individual, she currently serves as a member of Placements Committee, IIMK.

12 months, Sapient Consulting Pvt. Ltd.

DCE, Delhi University
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ANIMESH RATNAM SATYARTHI

B. Tech (ECE)

A self-motivated and dedicated team player, Animesh scores high on work ethics and
sincerity. He is amicable and full of energy. During his one year stint at Deloitte, he
was awarded the Applause Award for his exemplary efforts at work. He is a sports
enthusiast and loves playing cricket.

12 months, Deloitte Consulting

NIT Jaipur

SONAM KARDAM

B.E (IT)

As Assistant Systems Engineer, Sonam developed and maintained export/import invoicing
functionality of logistics based project. A consistent academic performer, school topper in
AISSE and a CBSE Merit Certificate holder, she has also won a number of accolades in arts
and crafts. She headed various management and cultural events at the college level.

12 months, TCS

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi University

PURBA TRIPATHY

B.E (EEE)

A self-motivated and dedicated team player, Purba has been an excellent academic per-
former and a recipient of the prestigious Dhirubhai Ambani Undergraduate Scholarship. At
Larsen & Toubro Ltd, she was responsible for New Product Development. As school House
Captain, she has demonstrated leadership abilities. She loves reading novels and painting.

12 months, L&T Ltd.

Manipal Institute Of Technology

PREETI KUMARI

B. Tech (Biotech)

As Business Analyst, Preeti contributed in institutionalizing data driven decisions. A consistent
topper at school, she has won essay writing competitions. As Placement Representative, NIT
Calicut, she helped the institute in achieving good placement, and has also served as the
Senior Editor of college magazine. She enjoys reading Indian history and singing.

13 months, Mu Sigma

NIT Calicut

SHRUTI DEORA

B. Com 

A Chartered Accountant, Shruti has research experience in Franklin Templeton. A  consistent
academic performer and HSC Merit Certificate holder, she has been an active participant and
organiser of various events in school, college and office, where she managed people, finances
and sponsors. She is passionate about Tanjore painting, reading and photography.

13, Franklin Templeton

Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics
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SIMRAN PRADHAN

B.E (ETC)

As an analyst at Ernst & Young, Simran has developed Risk and Advisory solutions for
telecom clients. A college gold medallist and a CBSE XII Maharashtra topper, he has
an excellent academic record. He has held various organizational and leadership roles
and has an avid interest in geostrategic affairs.

13 months, Ernst & Young Pvt Ltd.

Thadomal Shahani Engineering College(TSEC), Mumbai University

MOHAMMED SHAJEER P C

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent academic performer and a science enthusiast, Shajeer won the Best
Student Scientist Award in Kerala by Govt. of India. He was elected as the senate
member in college and as college captian, led the team to victory at University Arts
Festival. He received many awards in national level quizzes and management events.

13 months, Nokia Siemens Networks

Government Model Engineering College, Cochin

BHASKAR JYOTI BRAHMA

B. Tech (CSE)

Recipient of the Merit Certificate from Chief Minister for securing 11th position in
Assam during class X board exams, Bhaskar worked as a software developer for Tech
Mahindra. He's been part of state cultural exchange program, an NGO volunteer and
a sports enthusiast. He enjoys playing strategy games in his leisure time.

14 months, Tech Mahindra

NIT Bhopal

PALLAVI KELSHIKAR

BMS

An entrepreneur, Pallavi has successfully managed her start up. She has been a con-
sistent academic performer. As a professional artist, she has created a niche for her-
self by working as a glass painter for organizations like Skoda. She is a trained clas-
sical singer and has worked as a commercial blogger.

15 months, Chaitanya Agro 

S.K. Somaiya College, Mumbai University

ARATHI MOHAN

B. Tech (ECE)

A gold medalist in school, Arathi is a conscientious person. She has been an excellent
academic performer throughout her high school. At TCS, she was responsible for
developing applications to handle Big Data. She has won numerous prizes in essay,
poetry and story writing. Her hobbies include solving crosswords and writing poetry.

16 months, TCS

SCT College of Engineering, Trivandrum
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DHEERAJ KUMAR

B.E (Elec)

A consistent academic performer and school topper in Class X, Dheeraj also served as
School House Captain and organised robotics workshops in his college. As an operations
executive for TCS-ion, SMB platform he supervised and monitored the online examination
at various locations. He enjoys listening to music and is an avid reader.

16 months, TCS

Maharana Pratap College of Technology, Gwalior

RANJEET WADATKAR

B. Tech (Mech)

Ranjeet, a Guinness World record holder and a gold medallist in SSC,has won numerous meritorious
accolades in academics. As Placement-secretary and organizer of  technical festival, he displayed
immense leadership skills. He was awarded the “Promising new-comer” award at HPCL. He is a dis-
trict-level champion in Chess and Table-tennis Player.

16 months, HPCL, Bajaj Auto Limited

College of Engineering, Pune

SONIA MANGLANI

B. Com

A Chartered Accountant and a consistent academic performer, Sonia has worked as an
assistant manager with the National Stock Exchange in the areas of operations and reg-
ulatory compliance. Patient, adaptable and a quick learner, she also has diverse internship
experiences in audit and taxation. She enjoys reading, painting and music.

17 months, National Stock Exchange Ltd.
Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics

LEEZA MANOCHA

B. Tech (ECE)

An outstanding performer in academics and extracurriculars, Leeza topped Chandigarh
Govt. Schools in AISSE 2005. At Deloitte, she implemented Oracle ERP solutions for clients.
Head of Hospitality in PECFEST and Best NSS Volunteer, she was awarded for excellence in
creative writing and sports. She enjoys compering stage events and cooking.

17 months, Deloitte Consulting

PEC University of Technology, Chandigarh

ARJUN A L

MBBS 

Dr Arjun, as an MBBS graduate from Govt. Medical College Kozhikode, spearheaded the
implementation of a national government health care project and a district level NGO project
during his 18 months of healthcare experience. He demonstrated leadership skills, team spirit
and adaptability, besides being a consistent academic and sports performer during student life.

18 months, National Program for control
of diabetes, National Rural Health
Mission, Kerala Aids Control Society,
OISCA International, Iqraa Hospital

Govt. Medical College Kozhikode
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FARZAAN HABIB

B.E (ECE)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder in Physics in class XII, Farzaan's main virtue are
patience and hard work. Having worked at Hewlett-Packard as a software engineer,
he garnered skills of a team player and effective handling of clients. A music enthu-
siast, he has participated in numerous singing events.

18 months, HP Globalsoft Pvt Ltd

PEC University of Technology, Chandigarh

SHRADDHA SINGH

B.E (IT)

A school topper, Shraddha has been a consistent academic performer. She exhibited
sound leadership skills in organizing events in her college. During her stint at Infosys,
she proved to be an excellent team player and was appreciated for lending valuable
insights into projects. A voracious reader, she enjoys painting and badminton.

18 months, Infosys

Don Bosco Institute of Technology, University of Mumbai

IPSITA ACHARYA

B.E (ECE)

As a Network Engineer, Ipsita worked in the VoIP technology division in telecommuni-
cations. An excellent student with consistent academic record, she has received many
merit certificates. As member of the Placement Committee at RNSIT, she was responsi-
ble for logistics. She loves reading and is passionate about working for social causes.

18 months, Ericsson India Global Services

RN Shetty Institute of Technology, Bangalore

NEETA VERMA

B.E (IT)

A consistent performer throughout her academic life, Neeta received scholarship from Dhirubhai
Ambani Foundation. A National Service Scheme volunteer in college, she initiated web-designing
event in the national-level technical festival. A quick-learner and dedicated worker, she has been
involved in design, analysis and software development in health-care and job portal domains.

18 months, Auxano Technologies, Harbinger 
Pad. Dr. DY Patil Institute of Engineering & Technology, Pune University

PRIYA YADAV

B. Tech (IT)

As the Placement Cell representative and Promotion Head of Gladiator ‘11, Priya show-
cased efficient organizational skills. She is a consistent performer, NTSE and
Mathematics Olympiad scholar. Being a winner of several academic, cultural and sports
events at school and college level, she enjoys music, playing basketball and travelling.

18 months, Accenture

Galgotias College of Engineering & Technology, Greater Noida
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ITISHREE DASH

B. Tech (CSE)

A consistent performer in academics and recipient of “All-rounder of the year award”,
Itishree has held various positions of responsibility like member of music committee and
social service group, organizer of technical festival in college and head girl in school. She
is a passionate singer, dramatic enthusiast and enjoys cooking.

19 months, TCS

Institute of Technical Education & Research, Bhubaneswar

ARNAB ADITYA SETHI

B. Tech (AE&I)

A hard working and disciplined person, Arnab has been a consistent performer through-
out his academic career. He was the student ambassador of Microsoft and Opera during
graduation. At TCS, he was part of a "Center of Excellence" team and worked on soft-
ware quality assurance. His hobbies include photography and philately.

19 months, TCS

Institute of Technical Education & Research, Bhubaneswar

SHRUTI MANDAL

B. Tech (Elec)

As Assistant System Engineer at Tata Consultancy Services, Shruti was rated high in criti-
cal projects with immense client pressure. She is an ICSE & ISC Merit Certificate holder.
As class representative in college, she has organised cultural events and was a member of
Anti Ragging Committee. She enjoys painting and recitation.

20 months, TCS

Netaji Subhas Engineering College, Kolkata

AMIT SINGHA

B. Tech (CSE)

A consistent academic performer, Amit holds merit certificates from Academic
Science Culture & Promotion Society. At Infosys, he was appreciated for his contribu-
tion to an offshore development project in finance domain. In college he held vari-
ous positions of responsibility. He is a music enthusiast and a passionate guitarist.

20 months, Infosys

Heritage Institute of Technology, Kolkata

ABHINAV TANDON

B. Tech (ICT)

Analytical and enterprising, Abhinav was awarded for his work in strategy formulation
and business development while working as an analytics consultant with Mu-Sigma. He
served as the placement convener and event head in college, thereby developing strong
leadership skills. He enjoys writing and has been an active press club member.

20 months, Mu Sigma

Dhirubhai Ambani Institute of Information and Communication Technology
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SOURAV DHAL

B. Tech (Mech)

Gold medallist in B. Tech for all round performance, Sourav is a go-getter. As the General
Secretary of Students' Union and Marketing Head of college fest, he has demonstrated leader-
ship & managerial skills. As Production Engineer in OIL, he spearheaded critical operations. A
National Maths & Science Olympiad scholar, Sourav has had outstanding academic records.

20 months, Oil India Limited

NIT Silchar

NIKHIL CHIVANE

B.E (IT)

A person with good analytical and public relation skills, Nikhil has worked as Support
Engineer at TCS, where collaboration with different teams was an essential part of his
job. He showcased good leadership and organizational skills in activity management at
TCS and college. He believes in continuous self improvement and is a sports enthusiast.

20 months, TCS

Bhilai Institute of Technology, Durg

ROHIT DHALL

B. Tech (CSE)

Being a consistent student enthusiastic about mathematics and science, Rohit is a CBSE
Merit Certificate holder. He worked as Application Developer for Infosys Limited. As mem-
ber of Placement Committee at college and recreational group at office, he handled the
overall management of the events. He enjoys sprint races, cricket and badminton.

20 months, Infosys

JSS Academy of Technical Education, Noida

ANURADHA DHOTE

B. Tech (ECE)

As a consistent academic performer, Anuradha has also been excellent in extra-curricu-
lar activities. At Ericsson Global, working in transmission planning and design profile, she
took up several initiatives and travelled onsite for project training. She has also organized
events for college fests and enjoys photography, reading fiction and writing poems.

21 months, Ericsson

Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Technology, IP University, New Delhi

RAHUL THANUGULA

B. Tech (Mech)

Being a consistent performer in academics and extra-curricular activities, Rahul has always
stood first in school. At Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited, his effective handling
of operations and inventory planning at the storage terminal won him accolades. He has
won gold medals in national painting competitions and plays piano and harmonica.  

21 months, HPCL

NIT Warangal
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USHA BHAKUNI

B.E (ICE)

A self-motivated quick learner, Usha has been a consistent academic performer.
Having worked at Indraprastha Gas Limited as Deputy Manager, she has a rich expe-
rience of leading teams responsible for O&M activities. Efficient planning is her forte
and has helped her to manage time. She enjoys dancing and making collages.

21 months, Indraprastha Gas Limited

Netaji Subhas Engineering College, Delhi University

V SHARADA

B. Tech (Elec)

As Junior Manager in Vizag Steel Plant, Sharada was responsible for commissioning,
installation and testing of the 12MW synchronous motor, the largest in India. She
held positions of responsibilities like branch representative in NIT Surat’s technical festi-
val and anchoring committee head for cultural fest. She enjoys reading fiction.

21 months, Visakhapatnam Steel Plant 

NIT Surat

JAI GUPTA

B.A (H) (Eco)

A versatile and resourceful leader, Jai served AIESEC as VP Business Development and
Project Head Corporate Relations. He analyzed the competitive landscape for M&A
and FDI in emerging economies during his tenure at Ernst & Young. A tennis cham-
pion and golf enthusiast, he is also a disciplined and driven athlete.

21 months, Ernst & Young

SRCC, Delhi University

ASHISH GEDAM

B. Tech (ICE)

A National Talent Search Examination (NTSE) scholar and meritorious performer in
class X and class XII, Ashish has maintained an excellent academic record throughout
his life. As a Lead Engineer in his professional career, he showcased leadership and
analytical skills in handling teams and performing work efficiently.

21 months, Tata Power

College of Engineering, Pune

KAUSTUBH DUDHANE

B. Tech (ETE)

As Assistant Systems Engineer, Kaustubh automated the testing of automobiles. A
consistent student, he has secured high ranks in scholarship exams. An avid reader
as well as baseball player, he was the Training & Placement Coordinator and Alumni
Fest Organizer in COEP. He enjoys reading fiction and watching cricket.

21 months, TCS

College of Engineering, Pune
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NEHA SHERPURI

B. Tech (IT)

Diligent and enthusiastic, Neha has outstanding organizational skills and is a good
team player. She received high performance rating for her work and was the project
quality lead. She was also responsible for training new members on the project. She
likes organizing events, quilling and card making.

21 months, Capgemini India Pvt. Ltd.

NIT Srinagar

SIDDHARTH MEHTA

B. Tech (IT)

A passionate and dedicated team player, Siddharth is a Red Hat Certified Engineer in
Linux. As an Associate software engineer he has managed client relationships and
developed a website for Winzip software. He has been involved in organizing various
events in school, college and his workplace. He loves playing cricket and travelling.

21 months, Girnar Soft

Swami Keshvanand Institute of Technology, Jaipur

VIGNESHWARI K

B.E (CSE)

A dedicated individual and an efficient team player, Vigneshwari has won several Excellence
awards in EMC Corporation and has single-handedly coordinated with the offshore
Maldova team. A consistent performer in academics as well as extra-curricular activities, she
has been a school topper. She enjoys quilling, playing basketball and social service activities.

21 months, EMC Corporation

Government College of Technology, Coimbatore

RITU KUSHWAHA

B. Tech (CSE)

As a Systems Engineer, Ritu handled the criticality of projects exceptionally well. She has
proactively shouldered additional responsibilities and was selected among top 10% students
from her college for Infosys campus connect program. Ritu has won paper presentation in a
national technical symposium. Self motivation and sharp analytical skills are her key strengths.

21 months, Infosys

Ajay Kumar Garg Engineering College, UPTU

VIPIN KUMAR

B. Tech (IT)

A consistent topper throughout his academic life, Vipin has worked for advancement
and customization of core product for client’s application in TCS. He has conducted
various  events at college and managed key areas like arrangements, media and dis-
cipline for the same. He enjoys sketching and listening to songs.

21 months, TCS

Institute of Engineering and Technology, Lucknow
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ADITI KRISHNA

B. Tech (ETE)

Determined and courageous enough to fly high, Aditi has successfully managed a major proj-
ect enhancement in TCS. Always ready to take up responsibilities, she was the Class
Representative and a core member in organizing fresher induction program during graduation.
An outgoing person, her hobbies include watching sitcoms and reading fiction novels.

21 months, TCS

Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology, Bhubaneswar

SANDESH PATIL

B. Tech (IT)

A quick learner and a hard working team player, Sandesh has been a consistent aca-
demic performer. He held various positons at Rotaract Club in college and organized
various management and social events. At Infosys, he was awarded for redesigning
the flagship core-banking product Finacle which generates $1 Billion revenue.

22 months, Infosys

Walchand College of Engineering, Sangli

SWATI AGARWAL

B.E (CSE)

A gold medalist in college and school, Swati is a CBSE Merit Certificate holder. As
Software Engineer, she spearheaded a team of engineers at Accenture, and was
awarded Ace Award and Training Topper Award. Heavily into organizing, she has
worked for her college placement cell. She enjoys sketching and social work.

22 months, Accenture

Madhav Institute of Technology and Science, Gwalior

SWETA SATAPATHY

B. Tech (EEE)

With a meritorious academic record, Sweta has actively participated in extracurricular
activities and won numerous accolades throughout her student life. As an Associate IT
Consultant, she has spearheaded several projects and has been awarded for her out-
standing contribution to her company. She is an avid reader and enjoys travelling.

22 months, ITC Infotech

PES Institute of Technology, Bangalore
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PRAMOD KUMAR CHAURASIA

B.Tech (ETE)

A self-motivated and a dedicated team player, Pramod has performed consistently
throughout his academic career. Pramod can easily adapt to new situations and per-
forms well even under stress. At TCS, he was awarded the On-The-Spot Award. He
enjoys playing cricket and exploring new places.

21 months, TCS
Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology, Bhubaneswar



UMANG THAKER

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent academic performer, Umang has co-authored an IEEE International con-
ference paper and secured 3rd rank at state level in Class XII examination. He has
won several quiz competitions at state level. At Infosys, he was a recipient of ‘INSTA’
award for two quarters. He is an avid cricket follower.

22 months, Infosys

Institute of Technology, Nirma University

SUHANI DOSHI

B. Com 

A Chartered Accountant, Suhani Doshi has had various opportunities in the corpo-
rate world by working in companies such as ICICI Bank and Krd Securities and as an
intern in Deutsche Bank AG. Apart from academics, she is an accomplished Bharat
Natyam dancer and has completed Visharad in the classical dance form.

22 months, ICICI Bank, KRD Securities

Narsee Monjee College of Commerce and Economics

VISWESH S

B. Tech (PE)

A CBSE Merit Scholar, Viswesh has been an excellent academic performer. As the Consultant
for Olam International, he implemented ERP system at Ivory Coast, Ghana by providing busi-
ness solutions. Being a liaison between faculty and students, he was the Class representative
for NIT Trichy batch 2007-11 and an elected member of Placements Committee, IIMK.

22 months, Olam International

NIT Trichy

SUNANDO DAS

B. Tech (ECE)

A dedicated and hardworking individual, Sunando’s achievements includes IEEE
paper presentation and organizing technical fests in college. He was a recipient of OIL
merit scholarship. As a Senior Diploma holder in Painting he has won multiple acco-
lades. He enjoys listening to songs, cooking and social service.

22 months, Accenture 

Tezpur University

ANUPRIYA

B.E (H) (ECE)

A scholarship holder, a state level kho-kho player, an executive head of a college club
and the anchor for a city based quiz competition, Anupriya has excelled in all spheres
of life. Apart from being an avid dancer, she has successfully balanced her studies and
extra-curricular activities throughout.

22 months, Infosys

Chandigarh College of Engineering and Technology
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VINIT KUMAR

B.E (Mech)

As Assistant Sales Manager in Mahindra (Automotive division), Vinit ensured business develop-
ment, market mapping, channel expansion & customer relationship management. A distinction
holder in Mechanical Engineering, he has interned with three multinationals: Tata Motors, John
Deere and Whirlpool. He is actively involved in social service and loves playing cricket.

22 months, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.

Maharashtra Institute of Technology, Pune

PEEYUSH PATIL

B.E (ECE)

A mentally agile and dedicated team player with B Certificate in NCC and Yellow Belt
in Karate, Peeyush is a highly motivated and disciplined individual. Having worked as
QA Engineer in two different firms, he has an immaculate eye for detail. He is a
dynamic public speaker and a passionate dancer.

22 months, Antenna Software India Pvt
Ltd., CognizantBIT Mesra, Ranchi

TANVI MANGLIK

B.E (Elec)

A department rank holder in college, Tanvi has been an excellent academic performer through-
out. At NTPC, she supervised the maintenance of switchgear and managed the procurement of
spares. She also guided a group of technicians. An outdoor enthusiast, she participated in
Outbound Training and performed in drama workshop conducted by National School of Drama.

22 months, NTPC

DCE, Delhi University

AKSHAY JAYAPRAKASAN

B. Tech (CSE)

At Samsung, Akshay was sent on site to China for deployment of new feature phone.
He held various positions through school and college including House Captain at
school and Head of Student team of college fest. He is an avid sportsperson having
represented school and college in cricket and football.

23 months, Cognizant, Samsung India 
NIT Raipur

ARSHIA GUPTA

B.E (CSE)

Arshia has always excelled at academics- be it CBSE, AIEEE or PCET. She has two years
of functional and technical experience in CRM with Deloitte Consulting. As Co-
Convenor of her annual college festival, she handled its design, publicity, sponsorship
threads. She is a socially active person and enjoys oil painting.

23 months, Deloitte Consulting

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi University
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NAVYA P JOSEPH

B.E (ECE)

A topper amongst girls in college, Navya is trained in Bharatnatyam and Karate. At
iGATE, she worked as Senior Engineer in the Quality Assurance team and was award-
ed for her Value Innovation practices. A brilliant student, Navya is a badminton and
cricket player and has won accolades in various tournaments.

23 months, iGATE

Dharamsinh Desai University

SANJEET KUMAR

B.E (Mech)

As Executive at ArcelorMittal, Sanjeet used his analytical and leadership skills in preparing
solutions and taking new initiatives for business development. Winner of National Cyber
Olympiad, President of Photographic Society and Technical Chair of SAE Chapter in col-
lege, he is also passionate about computer gaming and digital designing.

23 months, ArcelorMittal Design and
Engg. CenterBIT Mesra, Ranchi

SARIKA CHAUHAN

B. Tech (Elec)

A Merit position holder in Uttar Pradesh Board, Sarika has been an excellent academic per-
former. A certificate holder in Project Management, she received letters of appreciation
while working as an Assistant Manager in NTPC Ltd.  She coordinated national level paper
presentation competition during her graduation. She enjoys dancing and photography.

23 months, NTPC

IIT(BHU) Varanasi

SHIPRA AGARWAL

B.E (ECE)

Amongst top 10 rankers of the University, Shipra Agarwal is a bundle of energy with
excellent oratorical skills. She was the Student Coordinator of Debating Club in col-
lege and has won various debates and national level science seminars. She has
worked in Software Quality Assurance department for application developer clients.

23 months, Mediatek India Technologies
Pvt Ltd.M.B.M Engineering College

VISWA TEJA YALLA

B.E (ECE)

A consistent student, Viswa Teja is the recipient of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar award. He
worked in creation and maintenance of user access at Tata Consultancy Services.
Always ready to take up responsibilities, he was member of Placements committee
and Cultural committee in college. He enjoys movie making and playing volleyball.

23 months, TCS

Gitam College of Engineering, Andhra University
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PRADNYA INGLE

B.E (CSE)

A school topper in class X boards, Pradnya has been a consistent academic performer.
She was actively involved in extra-curricular activities in school and college.A dedicat-
ed team player she was the organizer of Technodium, the annual technical event of
her department in college. An avid reader, she enjoys cooking.

23 months, Cybage Software Pvt. Ltd.

KANCHARANA HARINI

B. Tech (ECE)

Harini has an excellent eye for detail and analytical skills. Working at Juniper
Networks she proposed and implemented generic test plan case which improved the
efficiency of testing teams by 60%. She also has a paper publication at International
Conference. She loves music and her interest spans across all genres.

23 months, Juniper

IIIT Allahabad

MADHURIMA MAGGU

B.E (ICE)

Madhurima has been a consistent academic performer and recipient of Gold Medal
and several scholarships. She has performed outstandingly well at BHEL, leading a
team in revamping the R&D Policy and receiving highest department evaluation
(4.97/5.00). She enjoys dancing, traveling and exploring new areas of work.

23 months, BHEL

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi University

MANSI GARG

B.E (PIE)

A departmental topper at college, Mansi has a consistent academic record. At BHEL,
she was in charge of managing a turnkey thermal power project which gave her
enormous responsibilities. As the Cultural Secretary of an NGO, she organized events
of social interest. Her hobbies include cooking and reading about different cuisines.

23 months, BHEL

DCE, Delhi University 

ITI BHADANI

B. Com (H)

With a specialisation in Marketing Research from Nielsen, Iti acquired the necessary
skill-set to draft research designs and conduct primary research. With two years of pro-
fessional experience at PwC, she is acquainted with professionalism and ethics required
at the workplace. A zonal topper in Class XII board examination, she enjoys writing.

23 months, PWC

Lady Shri Ram College, Delhi UIniversity
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NITISH KUMAR SUMAN

B. Tech (ECE)

During his tenure in the telecom industry with Ericsson, Nitish was the recipient of
many performance awards. A gadget enthusiast, he undertook highly acclaimed proj-
ects in college and served as Vice President of the ISTE and Coordinator for its tech-
nical and cultural festivals. His hobbies include travelling and bike-riding.

23 months, Ericsson

NIT Hamirpur

NONICA KHANNA

B.E (ECE)

As part of Investment Banking division at JP Morgan, Nonica advised corporates on M&A
opportunities. An RBI Young Scholar, she has interned with Urban Banks Department. A
consistent academic performer, she was recipient of NTSE scholarship. She has organized
national level college festivals and enjoys reading Agatha Christie novels.

23 months, J P Morgan

Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology, Delhi University

ROHIT JAISWAL

B. Tech (Elec)

As a project engineer, Rohit worked on market share estimation and numerous solar
energy projects. A socially responsible individual, he was a significant contributor to
Joy of Sharing, a CSR initiative of his organization. A consistent student, he was
awarded by school for his meritorious performance in class XII board examination.

23 months, Schneider Electric

NIT Kurukshetra

SIVA KUMAR BADUGU

B.E (ECE)

Recipient of Prathibha Puraskar and Merit Scholarship, Siva is an excellent academic per-
former. A highly self-motivated, hardworking and dedicated scholar, he was the coordinator
of placements committee at his college. He has been involved in many social initiatives and
volunteered TCS MAITREE initiatives. His hobbies include short film making and sketching.

23 months, TCS

Gitam College of Engineering, Andhra University

TAMARAISELVI A

B. Tech (CSE)

A dedicated team player, TamaraiSelvi led the client side team on a project at Infosys.
As a part of SPARK, the campus connect program of Infosys, she coordinated and
conducted technical and team buliding activities for students visiting the campus . A
passionate dancer, she loves to cook in her spare time.

23 months, Infosys

Amrita School of Engineering, Coimbatore
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CHUBASENLA JAMIR

B. Tech (ECE)

As Java Application Developer, Chubasenla Jamir worked on the development, enhancement
and production issues in projects related to telecommunication domain at IBM. An Oracle
Certified Java Programmer, she has been a consistent student. As Mentor and Finance Controller
she contributed positively at Make-a-Difference. She enjoys teaching under-privileged kids.

23 months, IBM

NIT Kurukshetra

GAURAV BALDOTA

B. Tech (IT)

A good team-facilitator, Gaurav was the Organizer of the College National Sports fes-
tival. In his organization, he handled critical projects and delivered them within given
constraints. His project yielded huge financial savings for his organization. He has also
contributed to open source committee. He is the co-founder of testmetrics.in.

23 months, Eaton

College of Engineering, Pune

K PARVATHY

B. Tech (EEE)

A consistent student and an all-rounder, Parvathy received the International Award
for Young People from the Vice President of India. At L&T, she filed 2 patents and
saved Rs.83 lakh through Value Engineering. A trained classical singer, she was the
lead vocalist of the Music Troupe of NIT, Trichy.

23 months, Larsen & Toubro Ltd.

NIT Trichy

MANISHA JAISWAL

B.E (ECE)

A team leader, a quick learner and a proficient mentor, Manisha's laurels include a
special project award for promoting software sales for Nokia Siemens Networks. Her
work included providing presales solution for telecom operators of the world. An avid
reader of spy novels, she also enjoys singing.

23 months, Nokia Seimens

Galgotias College of Engineering & Technology, Greater Noida

AMIT CHOUHAN

B.E (CSE)

Amit, a national level scholarship recipient, has been a consistent performer. He was award-
ed Certificate of Academic Excellence in school. As a software engineer in Accenture, he
received many awards for his contributions to projects. He mentored new joiners and was
a part of Technology-Enablement team. He has played badminton at district level.

23 months, Accenture

Shri Govindram Seksaria Institue of Technology and Science, Indore
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GANESH R

B. Tech (CSE)

A self-believer and dedicated team player, Ganesh was awarded Yuga Kala Bharathi for aca-
demic and extracurricular excellence. His achievements include leading a pioneer team
involved in new technologies exploration while working at IOCL. His work spanned all phas-
es of software development cycle. Dedication and leadership skills are his key strengths.

23 months, IOCL

NIT Warangal

NAGDIVE ANSHUL A

B. Tech (Mech)

A merit holder in SSC, Anshul achieved distinction in HSC and graduation. As a Test
Analyst, he was nominated for IBM “Outstanding Contributor” award. He headed
the Marathi section of college magazine and co-ordinated department team in inter-
college project competitions. An avid singer, he also loves to read Marathi literature.

23 months, IBM

College of Engineering, Pune

R ADHARSH

B. Tech (ICE)

An excellent academic performer throughout his life, Adharsh is also a National Level
Biology Olympiad candidate. A dedicated team player that he is, his achievements
include spearheading his college cultural festival. His work at Oracle involved ERP
software quality assurance. He plays the violin and is involved in social service.

23 months, Oracle

NIT Trichy

SHARAD JAPE

B.E (Chem)

As a Manager at RIL, Sharad worked on plant performance monitoring and product
quality improvement. A consistent academic performer, Six Sigma Yellow belt holder,
he has worked in a major turnaround at manufacturing site. He was a publicity group
member, involved in promoting his college festival. He enjoys playing cricket.

23 months, Reliance Industries Ltd.

UDCT, Mumbai

AKANKSHA KIRTI

B. Tech (Elec)

A consistent academic performer, Akanksha secured 10th rank in the state engineer-
ing exam and was a school topper in matriculation. At workplace, she was selected
for Build India Scholarship (BIS) program of L&T Construction. A self believer and a
determined individual, she is fond of quizzing and reading books.

23 months, L&T Ltd.

NIT Patna
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ANKIT GOEL

B. Tech (CSE)

A school and college topper, consistent academic performer, Ankit won several
awards at Sopra India. Brown belt in Karate, winner of several national level tourna-
ments, Vice-President of Cultural club IEC, he is a determined and sincere person. A
volunteer at Aakaar NGO, he launched a new Expressions club at Sopra.

23 months, Sopra Group

IEC College of Engineering And Technology

ANKITA ROY

B. Tech (IT)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Ankita was the best outgoing student in school.
Extremely creative and dedicated, she won the CBSE Science Exhibition.  As organiz-
er of college festival and editor of school magazine, she has demonstrated her lead-
ership qualities. Ankita was also recognized as a STAR team member at Birlasoft.

23 months, Birlasoft India Ltd

JSS Academy of Technical Education, Noida

KARLAPUDI PAVAN

B. Tech (Elec)

A state 4th ranker in 10th Board, Pavan is a consistent all-round performer and an
enthusiastic person. He was awarded several merit scholarships throughout his
career. As an assistant manager at Tata Motors, he handled major diversified projects
and received appreciation. He loves to play outdoor games.

23 months, Tata Motors Ltd

IIT Kharagpur

RICHA SINGH

B. Tech (CSE)

A consistent academic performer, Richa is recipient of TCS Best Student Award and
rank holder in UP board Merit list. Being team player and event organizer, she held
responsibility of School Captain and Senior Executive, Arts Club. Being a good team
player, she worked as adeveloper and also in live system support team in TCS.

23 months, TCS

Kamla Nehru Institute of Technology

SAHIL CHOPRA

B. Tech (Elec)

An all rounder throughout, Sahil, a gold medallist in college, is a dynamic leader and
a jovial team player. A dancer, table tennis player, writer and speaker- Sahil, as Senior
officer, has led cross functional teams to implement energy saving schemes in Coal
India Limited.

23 months, JSW Steel Ltd.

Deenbandhu University of Science and Technology
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SUMIT BHIMRAOJI WAGHMARE

B. Tech (Mech)

As a technical consultant at MECON Limited, Sumit contributed in SAIL and NLC proj-
ects. He successfully conducted TOT tests at 100% load at NLC. His work on acoustic
analysis of mufflers is outstanding. Apart from being a middle order batsman, he also
has a deep passion for politics.

23 months, Mecon Limited

NIT Nagpur

ABHISHEK SOHAL

B.E (IT)

A consistent academic performer and an all-rounder, Abhishek has exhibited his skills
in other fields. At Deloitte Consulting, he worked as SAP CRM resource. He was the
official guitarist of the music band and has organized and participated in numerous
events. He is also an athlete and has won across different categories.

24 months, Deloitte Consulting

PEC, Chandigarh

ANUPAMA PRAKASH

B. Tech (Leather Technology)

A University gold medallist, Anupama has been consistent in achieving academic
excellence. At college, she was the Cultural Secretary and Department Convenor. As
Project Engineer with Wipro, she was part of a highly critical banking project. She
was an outstanding performer and was rewarded with the “Prodigy” honour.

24 months, Wipro

A.C. College of Technology, Anna University, Chennai

ASEEM AGRAWAL

B. Tech (CSE)

As a developer in Oracle’s Business Intelligence team, Aseem has experience of work-
ing on a complex product involving multiple stakeholders at global level. A consistent
topper and CBSE Merit Certificate holder, he won B-Plan competitions while in NIT
Nagpur. He is an avid reader and a very dedicated team player.

24 months, Oracle

NIT Nagpur

MANOJ KUMAR

B. Tech (ECE)

A perfect team player and goal-oriented individual, Manoj Kumar has worked as a
software Engineer for a telecom project. He was acknowledged and praised for his
ability to take initiatives .He is a consistent academic performer. He is a cricket enthu-
siast and takes keen interest in business and political news. 

24 months, TCS

Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin
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PURBITA MUNSI

M.Sc (Industrial Mathematics & Informatics)

A department and school topper, Purbita is a self-motivated and dedicated individual. She
worked as a Business Technology Analyst with Deloitte Consulting, with clients from var-
ious sectors and has been awarded for her performance excellence. An ace Odissi dancer
who has won many competitions, she demonstrated leadership quality as School Cabinet. 

24 months, Deloitte Consulting

IIT Roorkee

ROSHNI PATTANAIK

B.E (Geoinformatics)

Hailing from a defence background, Roshni is adaptable and disciplined. She is a CBSE Merit
Certificate holder with a consistently good academic record. She has equally commendable
achievements in table tennis, badminton and squash. During her tenure in Accenture as a
Senior Programmer, she received the Accenture Celebrates Excellence Award FY12.

24 months, Accenture

College of Engineering, Guindy

SHREYA C DALVI

B.A (H) (Eco)

Shreya likes to think on her feet which helped her in the brief trading stint that also
sharpened her acumen. She has used her skills in diverse spheres of education and
entertainment during her internships. She displayed extraordinary leadership skills as
Placement Coordinator and Google Campus Ambassador at LSR, Delhi.

24 months, Futures First

Lady Shri Ram College, Delhi University

AADITA SAKSENA

B. Tech (ECE)

A dedicated team player and hard-worker, Aadita has mentored and trained her sub-
ordinates while working at Deloitte. Her work spanned implementation of ERP solu-
tions using SAP ABAP across various industries. She co-founded a car-pooling initia-
tive for Deloitte employees. A creative person, she likes to sing as well.

24 months, Deloitte Consulting

NIT Calicut

MEGHA SUSAN ALEX

B. Tech (EEE)

As Engineer at HAL, Megha has designed page layouts for cockpit display system of
ight utility helicopters and European Agency certification of airborne units. She has
been a consistent performer and a CBSE 0.1 % merit holder. A trained pianist and a
painter,she has received accolades at state level.

24 months, Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.

NIT Calicut
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NIKITA RUNWAL

B. Tech (H) (IT)

A dedicated team player and consistent performer, Nikita's work in past include persuading
and negotiating with the client which has helped hone her communication skills. She was
an integral part of the product development process which involves capturing, analyzing and
documenting requirement. She enjoys cooking and watching Korean drama shows.

24 months, Interglobe Technology

Jaipur Engineering College, Jaipur

POOJA PUNJABI

B. Tech (Elec)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder and Silver Medalist in graduation, Pooja has held
positions of responsibility such as branch lady representative, coordinated fests and
organized events for committees. A self-believer and a team player, Pooja has worked
as Design Engineer for Substations with ABB. She is an avid fiction reader.

24 months, ABB Ltd.

NIT Surat

RAVI KUMAR

B.E (H) (CSE)

Best all-rounder of his school, Ravi is gregarious and full of zeal. At Huawei, he was
the coordinator of Automation for SMSC project. Always a leader and team player,
he was school prefect and cricket team captain at his school, college and company.
He loves following cricket and reading.

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

TARA RAJAGOPALAN

B. Tech (IT)

Rising above her role at Microsoft, Tara has supervised vendors, conducted trainings and
was declared Quality Champion. An International Award for Young People awardee and
an all-rounder, she has been a CBSE National level basketball player, Editor of NITK's mag-
azine and coordinator of CSI-NITK. She enjoys writing fiction and singing.

24 months, Microsoft India Development
CentreNIT Surathkal

AJINKYA PACHGHARE

B. Tech (IT)

A quick learner and positive thinker, Ajinkya was part of software development and recruit-
ment team at Citius Tech, a healthcare IT company. He has outstanding records in manag-
ing events, mentoring students from rural areas, playing volleyball and kho-kho, elocution
and science exhibitions since school days. He has excellent academic achievements.

24 months, Citius Tech

VJTI, Mumbai
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RAMESH KUMAR P

B. Tech (IT)

An initiator and hard-worker, Ramesh incepted first intra-college Tamil cultural festival dur-
ing his under-graduation. At work, his achievements include publishing articles, white-
papers and advisories and supervising new joiners. He has also initiated conversion of new
clients by assisting sales team in domain and sales pitches and executing pilot projects.

24 months, Beroe

SSN College of Engineering, Anna University

RUCHI BANGA

B. Tech (IT)

An Information Technology engineer, Ruchi has been a rank- holder throughout her aca-
demic life. During her stint at Deloitte, she implemented health insurance exchanges,
undertook reverse engineering tasks and volunteered for CSR activities. She was a part of
the Buddy Initiative, a mentorship program in Deloitte in the capacity of a SPOC.

24 months, Deloitte Consulting

NIT Kurukshetra

AJEET KISPOTTA

B.E (IT)

A podium finishing athlete and bodybuilder in college, Ajeet is an enthusiastic and
energetic person. As a System Engineer in Infosys, he was praised for his commitment
and dedication to the work. He is dedicated, industrious and has shown good learn-
ing and grasping capabilities. Bodybuilding and cooking are his hobbies.

24 months, Infosys

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

M. JOEL MODESTUS

B. Tech (ECE)

To identify revenue opportunities for company, Joel analyzed prospects in insurance indus-
try. He has authored a book on managing innovation. Finalist for the 2013 HBR/Mckinsey
M-Prize Award, he has also received Reserve Bank of India Young Scholar Award. Winner
of major business-plan competitions, Joel is an ELO-Rated national level chess player.

24 months, TCS

NIT Nagpur

MANJILKUMAR MOTIRAM GEDAM

B. Tech (IT)

Manjilkumar has worked at Infosys with Finacle for CRM department. His work
spanned development phase of software life cycle. A good dancer, he has also won
many football and cricket tournaments. A good team player, he has also demonstrat-
ed his leadership skills as organizer of national cultural and technical competitions.

24 months, Infosys

VJTI, Mumbai
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SAKSHI SINGH

B. Tech (Elec)

A gold medalist & merit scholarship holder in College, Sakshi displays dedication & perseverance
through excellent & consistent performance in academics. She has a rich working experience with
Maruti Suzuki with challenging projects. Her holistic approach is substantiated by her avid partici-
pation & recognition in extra-curricular activities. She enjoys dancing & sketching.

24 months, Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.

College of Engineering, G.B.P.U.A.&T, Pantnagar

KUNAL VINODRAO HANDE

B. Tech (CSE)

A gold medalist in college, Kunal has been an excellent academic performer throughout
his career. At Persistent Systems Limited, he was involved in developing software solu-
tions based on cloud platforms. He was the sponsorship head of annual college festival
and displayed exceptional team player attitude along with leadership skills.

24 months, Persistent Systems Ltd.

Government College of Engineering, Amravati

VIKAS KAUL

B.E (CSE)

At Deloitte, Vikas implemented and customized ERP software in Oracle-PeopleSoft and as Lead
(Graphics team), promoted corporate events and committees. A consistent academic achiev-
er and student council member at school, he received various scholarships and cash awards.
He has learnt basic French and enjoys advanced graphics/video editing and playing basketball.

24 months, Deloitte Consulting

Sardar Patel Institute of Technology, Mumbai

ARUN RAJ S

B. Tech (Mech)

A determined leader and strong team player, Arun was engaged in business develop-
ment and building client relations at Jindal Steel & Power. As Product Application
Manager , he worked in project management and operations. At college, he founded
the BAJA racing team. He loves reading, cooking and travelling.

24 months, JSW Steel Ltd.

NIT Kurukshetra

PUSYAKANT TIWARI

B. Tech (Elec)

A self-motivated dedicated person, Pusyakant has shown consistent academic perform-
ance and excelled at various All India Examinations. He had the second best AIEEE rank
in NIT Rourkela, Electrical Engineering Batch of 2011. Apart from corporate exposure of
24 months at Tata group, he is into blogging and is a vocabulary enthusiast.

24 months, TRF Ltd.

NIT Rourkela
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RADHIKA SINGH

B. Tech (CSE)

As a Program Manager at Microsoft, Radhika designed scalable systems for Bing and
streamlined search feedback processes. Compassionate at heart, she was an organ-
izer of Microsoft’s CSR campaign and led a socially responsible committee. Currently
serving as a member of Placements Committee, IIMK, she is also an avid debater.

24 months, Microsoft R&D Pvt. Ltd.

NIT Jalandhar

ABHINAY LAKRA

B. Tech (Civil)

Abhinay is a dedicated and hardworking person. He had worked in JUSCO and has
an experience of two years in the field of water supply. There he had initiated mini-
mization of non revenue water in supply lines. His hobbies include playing cricket and
carpentry.

24 months, Jamshedpur Utilities & 
Services Company Ltd.NIT Jamshedpur

PANKAJ SINGH BHATI

B. Tech (Biotech)

A state level Gymnast, Pankaj has received merit certificates throughout school. He
secured 48th position in class VIII board examination and was selected by the
‘Ministry of HRD’ under ‘National Scholarship Scheme’ for class X board perform-
ance. He worked with Wipro Technologies for 25 months. He enjoys talk shows.

25 months, Wipro

Amity University, Noida

SHWETA RADHAKRISHNAN

B.E (Biomedical Engineering)

A highly motivated and consistent performer, Shweta was recognized as a Global
Category Analyst and was chosen to represent her company, Beroe Consulting, at the
client site. A district level badminton player and the sports secretary of her college, she
also held positions of responsibility in cultural, entrepreneurial and technical festivals.

25 months, Beroe

SSN College of Engineering, Chennai

RAJESH KUMAR SINGH

B. Tech (ECE)

An enthusiastic person, Rajesh Kumar Singh, received scholarship from Bihar Chief
Minister for brilliant performance in engineering entrance. He has worked as a Trainer
at TIME Pvt. Ltd. and as a Business Developer at Incarnate Software. He is an avid read-
er and takes keen interest in business and political news.

25 months, TIME , Incarnate Software.

Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin
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NIKITA MIRAKHUR

B. Com (H)

A scholarship holder in school, Nikita Mirakhur has been a consistent academic per-
former and has cleared CFA- Level 1. A dedicated team player, she worked as an
external auditor in Deloitte. She is currently a member of the Placements Committee,
IIM-K. A trained Kathak dancer, she enjoys reading and painting.

25 months, Deloitte & Touche

SRCC, Delhi University

RUPALI D. PAWAR

B. Tech (Elec)

Rupali is a dedicated and determined self-believer with positive attitude. Her achieve-
ments include optimization of total cable length during her stint as senior project engi-
neer in L&T. She had been an active member of college festival organizing team. She
also took initiatives for education of underprivileged children at NIT Surat campus.

25 months, L&T Ltd.

NIT Surat

SNEHA SINGH

B. Tech (CSE)

A dedicated student and consistent rank holder, Sneha secured 3rd position in school
in Class X boards. As a Developer Associate, she communicated and collaborated
with various SAP customers across the globe. A self-motivated person, Sneha has
taken up initiatives to teach the underprivileged children. She enjoys dancing.

25 months, SAP Labs India Pvt. Ltd.

Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology, Bhubaneswar

G. SAHITI

B. Tech (IT)

A National Level Olympiad scholar, CBSE school topper and an active member of
Youth Red Cross in college, Sahiti has been a consistent performer in both academ-
ics and extracurricular activities. She is also a dedicated worker and has received
much appreciation at work place. She enjoys reading, painting and dancing.

25 months, Symantec Software & Services 

Madras Institute of Technology, Anna University

NABEEL P A

B. Tech (Mech)

At Apollo Tyres, Nabeel coordinated audits from certification agencies & OEMs, exer-
cised process control using statistical tools and served as the shift in-charge, manag-
ing trainees. He then ventured into a start-up. A prolific table-tennis player, as cap-
tain of the college team he led his team to victory twice in university.

26 months, Point 5 innovations, Apollo Tyres

Government Engineering College,Thrissur
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AARYA PALSULE

B. Tech (Mech)

Never say die attitude and diligence define Aarya. She has been an outstanding stu-
dent and a consistent performer. Design head of college magazine, founder of
History club, active Yatri of Jagriti Yatra’12 and canoeist at Boat Club, she achieved
various scholarships. She enjoys writing poems, stories and playing Badminton.

26 months, Tata Motors Ltd.

College of Engineering, Pune

KUMAR PRASHANT

B.E (PE)

A state level Mathematics Olympiad winner and CBSE Merit holder in Social Sciences,
Kumar Prashant has been a consistent academic performer. As President of NSS, he
has organised various social camps and is an amateur photographer. He has been
involved in various projects as design engineer in BHEL.

28 months, BHEL

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

BHASKAR KASHYAP

B.E (CSE)

An excellent academic performer, Bhaskar is a CBSE Merit Certificate holder in Science.
He has been a topper throughout school and represented school at state level Social
Science Exhibitions. At Infosys, he worked in telecom domain for service management.
His hobbies include bike riding, watching TV series and playing cricket.

30 months, Infosys

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

MANASH PRATIM HAZARIKA

B.E (EE)

As an architect in a cloud based service designed for SMEs, Manash has worked on
a patented framework. Apart from being HSLC(Assam) Merit Certificate holder, he
was the event organizer for national level festivals during his college days. He enjoys
reading fiction and watching movies during his leisure time.

30 months, TCS

Assam Engineering College

PERWEZ ALAM

B. Tech (IT)

A consistent topper in school, Perwez is a good learner and team player. He has good
analytical skills and high grasping capability. He worked in Infosys in FSI domain and
handled many critical projects. He is an active member of an NGO 'KARTAVYA'. His
hobbies include quizzing and playing lawn tennis.

31 months, Infosys

NIT Patna
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A. SINDHUJA

B.E (ECE)

A consistent student and CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Sindhuja is an energetic and
dedicated team player. With diverse experiences in IT and market intelligence, she has
worked with Fortune 500 clients. A trained singer, an avid reader and an active blog-
ger, she has organized technical and cultural festivals at college.

31 months, Beroe, Cognizant 

SSN College of Engineering, Anna University

ANANYA JHA

B.E (EEE)

A gold medalist in school, Ananya has performed consistently throughout. Her work
at Mahindra included designing test cases and establishing a product development
process. She was the Vice president of EEE Society in college and organizer of 'Ignite'
in Mahindra. She has a myriad range of interests from reiki to kickboxing.

31 months, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.

BIT Mesra, Ranchi

SATPUTE KADAMBARI BIBISHAN

B.E (CSE)

Academically brilliant, an origami enthusiast and spoken poetry & world cinema
enthusiast, Kadambari was part of the Student's Council in college. She volunteered
to teach children at a school in Mumbai. At Tech Mahindra she led a team of 4 and
was an integral member of the innovation group.

31 months, Tech Mahindra, D-Link India

Goa College of Engineering

ARCHANA S

B.E (ECE)

Archana, a Merit Certificate holder,has been academically excellent. As a Software Engineer
at Accenture, she has been awarded for technical, managerial and mentorship skills. She is
an extremely dedicated team player with excellent leadership skills. She has organized var-
ious events at work and college. She enjoys dancing, reading and playing basketball.

31 months, Accenture

BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore

TARANG SHRIKANT DOIFODE

B. Tech (ETE)

A certified Six Sigma Green Belt professional, Tarang led a 16 member team to win
the Best Team Award in TCS. He was also a recipient of the Pride of the Month award
and has successfully organized CSR and Fun@Work activities at his workplace. He
loves playing western classical guitar.

32 months, TCS

Yeshwantrao Chavan College of Engineering, Nagpur
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ANIKET VERMA

B.E (H) (IT)

A self-believer and dedicated team player with an international exposure, Aniket has
worked as an application developer for European banking payments system. A consistent
performer and NDA SSB finalist, he was appreciated for good communication and inter-
personal skills by the Vice President of an international bank. He enjoys playing cricket.

32 months,TCS

Institute of Technology and Management, Gwalior

BISWAPRIYA SAHA

B. Tech (Biotech)

A topper and consistent achiever in the academic and professional field, Biswapriya
is a highly motivated and dedicated individual. At Infosys, her analytical and commu-
nication skills have won her numerous accolades. Team work, organizing and leader-
ship skills are her key strengths. She is also an excellent classical dancer.

32 months,Infosys

NIT Durgapur

DEBIPRASAD BEHERA

B. Tech (Mech)

Debiprasad Behera is proficient in extracting predictive findings from large data and this
was evident at his work in M&M Ltd. Senior management awarded and appreciated him
in appropriate forums. His problem solving approach amalgamated with result oriented
and customer centric methods were highly appreciated while working on various projects.

32 months,Mahindra Vehicle
Manufacturers Ltd.NIT Rourkela

GAURAV AUTI

B. Tech (PE)

With a consistent excellent academic record, Gaurav is a scholarship holder. Having
worked as a Module Leader of Quality Compliance Project, he has an experience of work-
ing on all project management phases. As the Training and Placement Secretary and
Organizer of college annual flagship event he demonstrated excellent leadership qualities.

32 months, TCS

,College of Engineering, Pune

NAINPRIYA GUPTA

B. Tech (CSE)

Self motivated and focused, Nainpriya is a meritorious student. She has won accolades in
several literary competitions and debates. As a Systems Engineer at TCS, she developed
mobile applications. Head Girl of her school, Vice President SPIC MACAY, Pantnager, she
has portrayed outstanding leadership skills.  She enjoys reading and trekking.

33 months, TCS

College of Technology, G B Pant Universty, Pantnagar



RUDRANI ANGIRA

MCA

In two and half year work experience in IT, Rudrani led a team responsible for deliv-
ering solutions under acute time constraints winning applauds. She displayed her
leadership skills as the Secretary for her circle of the International Toastmasters Club.
She has also completed numerous courses online from reputed institutes.

32 months, TCS, Oracle Financial

Banasthali Univeristy

PARTHA PRITAM CHOWDHURY

B. Tech (Civil)

A devout team player, the contribution of Partha as Project Engineer at HPCL was
immensely appreciated. Apart from having a sound academic record, he is a sports
enthusiast and has successfully led his college badminton team. An excellent event
organizer, he is actively involved in literary and cultural events.

33 months, HPCL

NIT Trichy

PRAMOD BHOSALE

B. Tech (ICE)

As an operations officer at HPCL, Pramod took active participation in improving pro-
ductivity, and displayed his leadership abilities while working on various projects and
maintenance. He is well versed with purchase activities through ERP (JD Version). A
consistent performer in academics, he is a self believer and a dedicated team player

33 months, HPCL

College of Engineering, Pune

REESHIL N

B. Tech (ECE)

As Senior Systems Engineer at Infosys, Reeshil has good exposure to Bigdata
Technology and Content Management Systems. He is a Microsoft Certified
Technology Specialist. He has organized various events at Infosys and college. School
topper in Class X and Class XII, he is also a good actor and writes hub pages.

33 months, Infosys

College of Engineering, Trivandrum

ADRITA CHOWDHURY

B. Tech (Elec)

An Mphasis Learning Academy batch topper and recipient of Sanskrit Pratibha
award, Adrita is a hardworking and dedicated team player. She has developed and
implemented business products for logistics client FedEx, USA and received accolades
and summit awards at Mphasis Ltd. She is an avid foodie and an excellent cook.

33 months, Mphasis - HP company

Calcutta Institute of Engineering & Management, Kolkata
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ASWATHI DAS

B. Tech (ECE)

Recipient of the Merit Certificate for overall performance at Wipro, Aswathi independ-
ently handled the TIBCO integration for a major client. A music enthusiast and a CBSE
Merit Certificate holder, she has been a consistent performer in both academics and
co-curricular activities and strives to maintain a perfect work-life balance.

33 months, Wipro Infotech

Federal Institute of Science and Technology,  Kerala

NIKHIL KUMAR GUPTA

B.E (Elec)

As a Power Distribution Business Development Manager, Nikhil devised loss reduction strate-
gies for distribution franchisee and license areas. He has always been amongst the top per-
formers throughout his academic career. He has won awards in essay writing and quiz com-
petitions. He has been active member of CSR activities conducted by his organisation.

33 months, Essar Power Ltd.

Thapar University

ANJALI CHANDRU

B.E (ECE)

Anjali worked as an analyst with Citi in the credit cards domain for 2.5 years where
she developed expertise in Cognos. Her love for reading and good communication
skills ensured her a place in her college editorial board. She also has taken up paint-
ing as a hobby.

34 months, TCS, Citi Global Decision
Management

Sri Jayachamarajendra College of Engineering, Mysore

ALKA

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent student and CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Alka is full of dedication and
enthusiasm. Always heavily into organizing, she was in-charge of the literary and
technical societies of NIT Bhopal. In IBM she devised a job tool resulting in significant
cost saving. She enjoys painting and solving Sudoku.

34 months, IBM

NIT Bhopal

SHALINI

B.E (H) (ICE)

A CBSE Merit Certificate Awardee, Shalini was the topper of her school in the class X
board examination. A dedicated individual, she spearheaded the use of customer feed-
back for defect resolution at her workplace. A passionate individual, she organised
National level cultural festivals in college. An avid reader, she likes listening to music.

34 months, Freescale Semiconductor, TCS

Manipal Institute Of Technology



SUBRATA PRADHAN

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent academic performer and state ICSE topper, Subrata was the Chief Prefect in
school. Member of the publicity team and the branch society in college, she has been
involved in various extra-curricular activities. As Engineer-Network Consultant, she effective-
ly executed and supervised network optimization activities in Ericsson. She enjoys travelling.

34 months, Ericsson

NIT Silchar

DEEPAK GAREWAL

B.E (CSE)

A CBSE Merit Certificate holder, Deepak has been a consistent academic performer
and has held various positions of responsibilities at school. As Senior Systems Engineer
in Infosys he won "Bravo Award" for his excellent work. Top performer among his
peer group, he mentored new employees effectively with his leadership skills.

34 months, Infosys

Lakshmi Narain College of Technology, Bhopal

HIMANSHU SINGH

B. Tech (IT)

As a Business Analyst at HCL, Himanshu developed long term strategies which helped
the organization grow in the market. With a broad exposure to ERP Systems, he man-
aged processes related to Payroll, Workforce and Position Management. A sincere
and smart worker, he also enjoys sketching and reading.

34 months, Steria India, HCL Infosystems

IIIT Allahabad

NISHTHA JAIN

B. Tech (ECE)

A gold medalist in college, Nishtha has been an excellent academic performer
throughout her life. Sincerity and honesty are her key strengths. She was the Student-
Coordinator of Placement Advisory Committee and group leader of NSS in her col-
lege. She has won many awards in sports, paper presentations and cultural events.

34 months, NTPC

NIT Kurukshetra

S.VAISHNAVI

B. Tech (Chem)

A consistent topper all through her academic life, Vaishnavi is a recipient of presti-
gious fellowships. As a part of the Advanced Control & Optimization team in Indian
Oil Corp Ltd, she was responsible for several commissioning activities. An energetic
and vivacious person, her interests include reading books and playing badminton.

34 months, IOCL

NIT Trichy
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SABUJIMA MALLA

B.E (ETC)

As a QA Engineer, Sabujima achieved process optimization by designing a framework
for Quality Assurance. She was responsible for deploying the final product to the cus-
tomers located across different countries. Her academic career has been consistent and
distinct. She has also managed tech-fests and cultural activities at college and office.

34 months, Persistent systems Ltd.

MIT College of Engineering, Pune University

ARJUN PRAKASH

B. Tech (CSE)

A top rated performer and award winner at Infosys, Arjun developed next generation bank-
ing solution for ‘Finacle’. A consistent academic performer, he has shown leadership skills
holding positions of placement cell coordinator and student event coordinator at college.
An avid robotics enthusiast, he enjoys playing badminton, travelling and solving puzzles.

34 months, Infosys

Mar Athanasius College of Engineering, Kothamangalam

RATHOD JIGNESH DIVYENBHAI

B. Tech (CSE)

As a Database Administrator, Jignesh has handled various backbone applications and dealt
with many teams across multiple organizations for Europe's leading telecom company.
Having excellent analytical skills, he secured 100 percentile in mathematics in GUJCET. He
is also a keen observer of mobile phones, and won Telecom Quiz in Techmahindra.

35 months, Tech Mahindra

NIT Surat

SANJOY MONDAL

B. Tech (ECE)

As module lead, he worked on Actuate Reporting and developed new enhancement
tools. A consistent student and professional, he is an ICSE Merit Certificate holder,
Oracle certified professional and Client Champion awardee. As member of OUTREACH,
he worked for the cause of poor children. He was a part of Cognizant Cricket Team.

35 months, Cognizant

Jalpaiguri Govt. Engineering College

SATYA NAGA VINEELI UPPALURI

B. Tech (CSE)

A star performer, Vineeli assisted major retailers in implementing merchandise system. She
did her intern training at Oracle. She was awarded by IEEE for spearheading technical fes-
tival, representing college at national level paper presentations and pioneering initiatives.
A school topper and NSTSE scholar, her versatility extends to writing and sketching.

35 months, Oracle

Indira Gandhi Institute of Technology, Delhi



KEVIN G. MATHEW

B. Tech (ECE)

The topper in school, Kevin has a history of strong academic performance.  As an
engineer in Samsung India, he was involved in commercializing flagship devices like
GalaxyS3 and was an onsite coordinator in South Korea for 5 months.  He is current-
ly serving as Placements Committee member, IIMK and enjoys playing basketball.

35 months, Samsung

NIT Calicut

SAURABH TIWARI

B. Tech (CSE)

A dedicated team player and self-believer, Saurabh worked as SAP-Basis Consultant
with IBM, and played a major role for project releases in the team. He is a keen learn-
er. Being a junior resource in team, he implemented major SAP Applications. He plays
cricket and computer games.

35 months, IBM India Pvt. Ltd.

HBTI Kanpur

YOGESH PARATE

B. Tech (H)  (CSE)

A consistent academic performer and a district level “Nehru Meghavi Chhatra Protsahan
Puruskar” holder, Yogesh was the spokesperson to the clients while working in the
Telecom Domain as a Technical Associate. He has worked across all phases of software
development activities, and was involved in social activities with an NGO-Sankalp.

35 months, Tech Mahindra Ltd

NIT Jamshedpur

PARATE OJASVITA HARISH

B.E (H) (EEE)

A software engineer, Ojasvita designed and developed modules in Ethernet switch-
ing technologies and has consistently been a strong performer. A state topper in
school, she has published a paper in the Materials and Design journal and has organ-
ized various events in school and college. She enjoys dancing and travelling.

35 months, Brocade Communications

BITS Pilani

ANSHU KHANNA

B. Tech (H) (ECE)

As SAP CRM consultant, Anshu was top performer and was appreciated for delivering
business critical solutions on time. Apart from being academically consistent she organ-
ized various events in college and at IBM. Passionate about sports, she won 8 (highest)
medals during IBM Athletics meet. She enjoys playing badminton and strategic PC games.

35 months, IBM

IIIT Allahabad
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RITIKA SHARMA

B. Tech (Biotech)

Ritika Sharma has been a consistent performer as a student and as an employee. At
HCL, she provided clinical data migration and quality assurance services to leading
pharmaceutical clients. She is a SAS certified programmer and also held the position
of cultural secretary of college. Dedication is her key strength.

35 months, HCL Technologies Pvt. Ltd., 
Mann-India Technologies Pvt. Ltd.Jaypee Institute of Information Technology

SHAKUN

B.E (CSE)

A diligent individual and dedicated team player, Shakun was recognized for going above and
beyond her assigned responsibilities. She improved the overall team performance by automating
repetitive tasks while working at Oracle. An undergraduate merit-scholarship holder and school
topper, she indulges in street plays, adventure sports and upholding social responsibility.

35 months, Oracle

Thapar University

PRAKHAR GARG

B. Tech (Elec)

As part of Credit Risk Management team at Credit Suisse, Prakhar Garg validated and
back-tested firm’s proprietary risk measurement models. A consistent performer in school
and college, Prakhar is CFA level 1 and FRM level 1 certified professional. He held posi-
tions of responsibility in organizing college festivals. He enjoys listening to music.

35 months, Headstrong Capital
Market, Credit SuisseIIT BHU

SNEHA GUPTA

B.E (Environmental Engineering)

As a CBSE merit Certificate holder, Sneha has been a meritorious student throughout. A
consistent performer at HCCBPL, she demonstrated her team spirit and leadership skills in
providing support to 24 Company and 10 co-pack units for approvals, certifications and
involvement in Good Manufacturing Practices audits. She enjoys reading and cooking.

35 months, HCCB

DCE, Delhi University



SHAILESH SHELKE

B. Tech (CSE)

A hardworking and dedicated team player, Shailesh lead a team of four during his
stint in the banking domain at Infosys. Apart from being an efficient leader and men-
tor of his team his role has also been that of a developer, working across the phases
of software development cycle.

36 months, Infosys

NIT Calicut

GOMATHY A

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent winner of performance awards, Gomathy has been working on engine
control units at Robert Bosch. She has held several positions of responsibilities like the
organizer of TED event in college, college senator, arts secretary and school leader
being a few. She is also associated with Teach for India.

36 months, Robert Bosch

Government Model Engineering, Cochin 

V VISHAL

B. Tech (ECE)

A self believer and dedicated team player, Vishal's achievements include 'Feather in
the cap' award for his hard work and dedication while working in banking domain
at Wipro. His work spanned all phases of software development cycle. He helped
organize a national level college festival. He enjoys yoga and playing badminton.

38 months, Wipro

Vellore Institute of Technology

SANA NIAZI

B.E (ECE)

A district level topper, Sana has an excellent academic record. A quick learner, she held
responsibilities of “House vice-captain” and “Cultural minister” at school. She strives
for perfection and has been awarded for outstanding performance while working as an
offshore lead at Infosys. Her hobbies include swimming, painting and macramé art.

42 months, Infosys

Madhav Institute of Technology and Science, Gwalior
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AMRITA SAHA

B.E (IEE)

A dedicated individual, known for her reliable nature, Amrita was a team leader and
an active participant in various CSR activities in TCS. She was a member of the
Organizing Committee of IEE Reunion 2008 in college. She won numerous prizes in
science and maths talent hunts and painting.

42 months, TCS

Jadavpur University, Kolkata
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NITISH KUMAR

B. Tech (EEE)

A self-motivator, dedicated team player and distinction scorer, Nitish's achievements
include leading an electrical team while working in manufacturing domain at Jindal
Stainless limited. He was responsible for execution of erection, testing and commissioning
activity of Greenfield Project of coil entry section of Cold Rolling Division of Stainless Steel.

43 months, JSW Steel Ltd.

NIT Warangal

SUDHIR KUMAR

B. Tech (Mech)

A certified Internal Auditor of Integrated Management System, Sudhir has been a
consistent academic performer. He undertook challenging professional roles at JSW
Steel Ltd. as the Head of SMS Technical Cell. A gadget enthusiast, he is an avid music
lover and has won numerous accolades as a vocalist.

45 months, JSW Steel Ltd.

IIT Kharagpur

MANISH PARETA

B. Tech (Elec)

A self motivated and dedicated team player, Manish Pareta earned "Letter of appre-
ciation" from CMD, POWERGRID for the leadership skills shown in EHV project. A
Rajasthan Board Merit Certificate holder, he has also been Event Head in techno-
management fest Aarohan 2k9 at NIT Durgapur. He loves playing cricket and music.

46 months, Powergrid Corporation 
of India Ltd.NIT Durgapur

SATYAPRIYA OJHA

B. Tech (Mech)

A state topper in school, Satyapriya is an all-rounder. As an Assistant Manager in
NMDC, he played the dynamic roles of technical, operational and HR manager. Keen
observation and clarity of thought and purpose being his strengths, he also values
hard work and honesty. He likes chess and programming.

46 months, NMDC

IIT Kharagpur

PRIYESH TIWARI

B. Tech (Elec)

Ranked 79th all over India in IIT-JEE 2005, Priyesh has been a consistently excellent
academic performer throughout. He is a graduate from IIT Bombay  and carries a rich
experience of working in Contract & Procurement department, where he carried out
competitive online tendering. He plays Table Tennis at competitive level.

46 months, GAIL

IIT Bombay



HIMANSHU MITTAL

B. Tech (Chem)

Being a thought leader and people oriented person who enjoys travelling; Himanshu
has been a consistent achiever in academics and professional life, from being a co-
author of a research paper to receiving promotion as production manager within one
year. He has handled various positions including General Secretary during engineering.

47 months, HCCB, ITC Ltd

NIT Warangal

PRIYANKA CHAUHAN

Bachelors in Fashion Technology

Priyanka has depicted great aplomb, creativity and analytical skills in her profession-
al stint at one of the most revered corporates in apparel sector- GAP Inc. Throughout
her school and graduation college-NIFT, she has maintained a consistent academic
record and been at the forefront of cultural, sports and social activities.

48 months, Gap International Sourcing
Pvt Ltd, Wear Well India Pvt Ltd., NexiaNIFT, New Delhi

BIRANCHI PRASAD SAHOO

B. Tech (Agricultural & Food Engg.)

An organized and a result oriented individual, Biranchi has rich experience in manag-
ing projects in food industry. As Project Executive, he was involved in setting up brew-
ery plants for Carlsberg. A meritorious student and a sports enthusiast, he has
excelled in various all India examinations and enjoys watching cricket and football.

48 months, IDMC Limited

IIT Kharagpur

RAGHU VAMSI

B. Tech (CSE)

As a Senior Business Analyst at S&P’s Capital IQ, Raghu Vamsi provided Business
Design Solutions for numerous crucial projects. Currently serving as a Placements
Committee member, he also handled placements at NIT Warangal and was a coordi-
nator for IEC. He is an active member of various NGOs and enjoys playing cricket.

49 months, Standard & Poors Capital IQ

NIT Warangal
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MRITYUNJAY BASAK

B.E (Printing Engineering)

A Science Aptitude Test and Mathematics scholar, Mrityunjay holds district rank in
Secondary Examination, earning a national scholarship. After working with The Times of
India, he joined an NGO helping women become entrepreneurs. An avid mountaineer,
he helped rejuvenate the University club. His activities include photography & dramatics.

51 months, Feedback Palli Unnayan
Sanstha, BCCL(The Times of India) Jadavpur University, Kolkata
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DINESH KUMAR V

B.E (ECE)

A result oriented person with effective interpersonal skills, Dinesh has worked across
diverse work cultures viz. IT & PSU with strong domain knowledge in Telecom verti-
cal. He has worked for leading ISPs & the Indian Army with roles in areas of design,
assembly, and production. He is passionate about football and Linux.

60 months, Bharat Electronics Ltd., Tech
MahindraBMS College of Engineering, Bangalore

SHIJI THILAK

B. Tech (ECE)

A consistent academic performer throughout her career, Shiji is best described as an
all-rounder. As a member of organizing committee of College technical fest and lead
of an IT team, she displayed leadership and team skills. Passionate about singing, her
interests include listening to music, dancing, athletics and social service.

80 months, Employees Provident Fund
Organization, TCSTKM College of Engineering, Kollam

ABINASH KUMAR

B. Tech (PEM)

Honest and dedicated team player, Abinash is a bundle of energy. During his tenure
at TCS, he managed 4 projects and led a team of 7 people. He was recognized for
excellent performance during his 20 month stint in UK. He was a coordinator of the
NSS team in college.

81 months, TCS

NIT Jamshedpur



Getting to Kozhikode
LOCATION
Kozhikode (also called Calicut) is the third-largest city in the state of
Kerala. The capital of the erstwhile Malabar district, Kozhikode city is the
headquarters of the Kozhikode district. A melting-pot of diverse cul-
tures, Kozhikode is an important trade centre in south India, associated
for long with trade in spices and silk. Today, Kozhikode is famous for its
palm-fringed beaches, tropical forests, and Ayurvedic therapy. You can
plan on extending your stay if you wish to tour other parts of Kerala.

TRAVEL
Kozhikode is well connected by air, rail and road to major cities in India.
Indian Airlines, Spice Jet and Jet Airways have frequent flights from
Delhi, Bangalore and Mumbai to Kozhikode International Airport.
Cochin International Airport is a 4-hour drive from Kozhikode.
Alternately, Cochin and Kozhikode are connected by direct flights.
Kozhikode International Airport is connected by daily direct flights to
major cities in the Middle East.

STAY
We would be delighted to arrange for your accommodation at the guest
houses on campus, depending on the availability of rooms. Otherwise,
with the Gateway Hotel-Taj Group, Kadavu Resort and Westway Hotel
as our hospitality partners, we are sure you will enjoy a pleasant and
comfortable stay during your visit. In this case, we would arrange for
transport between the hotel and the Institute.

CLASS OF 2015
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Placements Committee Details
FACULTY PLACEMENTS COMMITTEE

PLACEMENTS OFFICE

STUDENTS’ PLACEMENTS COMMITTEE



Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode
IIM Kozhikode Campus P.O., Kozhikode – 673 570, Kerala, India

Phone: 91 495 2809100/300  | Fax: 91 495 2803007
placements@iimk.ac.in  | www.iimk.ac.in
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Placements Chairperson
Prof. Kulbhushan Balooni

Phone: 91 495 2809116 / 91 9895769752
placements-chairperson@iimk.ac.in

Placements Office
Mr. Raghupathy Hari

Phone: 91 495 2809139 / 91 9447100542
plcoord@iimk.ac.in

Mrs. Tina C. Sherry
Phone: 91 495 2809209
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